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NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY

EVENING, AUGUST

"YOU CAN LEAD A BEAR TO WATER. BUT YOU CAN'T MAKE HIM DRINK."

PEACE GIG SEEMS TO

.

NOTED YACHT RACE FOR

UTTERLY COLLAPSE
DanceRussia Refuses

Will Give Place To War

PRINCE OF WALES CUP

To

By Long Odd Most Highly Prized Trophy Offered

Recede From tier First Refusal of

to Sport in All the English

Indemnity

Colonies.

PRESIDENT HAS PLAYED HIS LAST CARD IN VAIN
Emperor

ol

Admires President For His Persistent
Efforts To Secure Peace Between The
Warring Empires

William

KATAKOKA PICKS UP

SPOILS ON SIBERIAN

FEW

AT CONCLUDING GRAND FESTIVAL CUPS TO BE PRESENTED

bro-ocea- n

THIRD DAY SHOOTING
SEA GIRT TOURNAMENT
Large

Attendance

and

ul

Enthusiastic-Attracti- ng

n

Much Attention in Military

Circles-Med- als

and Cash Prizes.

fifty-eigh-

counter-pro-

OREGON LAND FRAUDS

Sea Girt, N. J.. Aug. 2C The rifle
teams who came here to compete in
the team niaic'.ncs of the tournament
under the auspices of the National Rifle association, were out bright and
early this morning, to be on time at
the opening of the first day of the
team shooting.. Notwithstanding the
early hour the number of visitors was
very large. The shooting began at 8
o'clock in the morning. The first event was the contest In 6low shooting
on the 20ti and 600 yard ranges. Owing to the large numbers of teams
competing this part of the program occupied all forenoon.
In the afternoon there will be a contest in rapid fire shooting at the 200
and 500 yard ranges.
Some excellent scores were made
during the morning, but it will take
some time to figure out the score of
the various teams.
This is the third day of the great
national shooting tournament, which
began Thursday under the most favorable auspices. The arrangements on
the camping ground of the competing
teams and on the range are as nearly
perfect as they can be made and everything works smoothly and satisfactorily. Thousands of visitors, among
them many officers of the army, are
here and watching the work of the ex- --

VIGOROUSLY PROSECUTED
Portland,

Ore.,

Aug.

26.

The

persons made filings In the Oregon City land office to enter timber
lands in the famous Nehalem valley.
It is alleged that Claude Taylor and
100

fed-

had secured a purhis associates
chaser, and that the net profits
were to be divided. Allegations of
When the indictments were returned, fraud in affidavit contests which were,
there remained but six hours until subsequently filed, led to an order for
Thrtse cases Involve
the law would have been powerless to investigation.
more money value In timber lands
reach the crime.
In September, 1899, approximately than all the other cases so far tried.

TROUBLE IN PRINT

MRS. ROOSEVELT
Oyster Bay, Aug. 26, The president, with TMrs. Roosevelt and a party
of friends and relatives today witnessed a test of the submalne boat,
Pluuger, from the deck of the yacht.
Sylph. The weather was quite different from that of yesterday, when the
president himself made a descent in
the Plunger and watched at close
range the maneuvers of the tiny vessel, forty feet below the surface off
the coast of Long Island sound. The
test of the Plunger took place in the
sound a short distance outside of the
entrance to Oyster Bay. The boat
was operated in about seven fathoms
of water.

PRIEST

.

i

i

ports with great interest.
Governor
Stokes and many members of his
staff were in attendance this morning and with them were a number of
prominent visitors, who ff; hero ns
the guests of the governor.
Yesterday's program was of particular interest to military men and the
majority of those watching the morning's work were either connected with
the regular army or the state militia
of various states.
The morning was
taken up by skirmish runs for individual scores and some excellent work
was done. This event is, to some ex
tent, a practice for the skirmish shoot
ing of the teams which will take place
on Tuehday of next week. The pre
liminary event included two skirmish
runs and over forty were entered for
the contest.
The afternoon was devoted to the
national pistol shooting contest for in
dividuals. As all those eligible for
the national Individual match may
shoot In the pistol match and as there
are many crack pistol shots among
the members of the various rifle
teams, an Interesting contest was had
There was slow fire at "5 yards, timed
fire at 25 and 50 yards and rapid fire
at 15 and 25 yards. There are twelve
prizes, ranging from a gold medal and
thirty dollars for the first prize to a
bronze medal and 110 for the twelfth

SHOPS OF CHICAGO

WATCHED PLUNGER

Chicago today
became the center in a struggle of emthroughout
ploying printers
the
country against the' International Typographical union, to defeat the
attempt to secure an eight hour
day.
Open shop notices were posted in
four large printing establishments by
members of the typothetae. The spirit of Independence says that the declaration will be carried out by the
employment of
printers.
Other members of the typothetae
have planned to follow suit. The union officials say the first
man'to appear in any of the typothetae establishments will be the signal
for a general walkout of every plant
CAPTURED
controlled by the master printers' orAND THEN ROBBED ganization.

Cleveland, Aug. 26. L'pon a statement made to the police by Rev. lian-diRosiniskl, a Catholic priest of
St. Stanislaus' church, that he had
been held a prisoner for twenty-fouhours, without food and forced to sign
5oo
each and two
two notes for
checks for liko amounts, which have
been since cashed, besides bring robbed of $:) and some jewelry, two, men
and a woman were arrested today.
The woman is said to have lured the
priest to her room by pretending to
be 1.1 and in need of spiritual consolation, and the men are said to have
rushed in upon them and held Rosin-isk- i
prisoner until he satisfied their
demands.

Chicago,

Aug.

26.

TEN THOUSAND AMERICANS
TO OFFICER CHINESE ARMY

lat-ter- 's

non-unio-

non-unio-

MAJOR ENGLISH

EXPECTS THE CALL FOR MEN WITHIN
CHINESE INDEPENDENCE.

-

JKV-T- T

GUILTY OF CONTEMPT
:
.T.

" r.

E. Madden,

Kentucky turfman, and owner of
eral fast horses, two of which were
entered In the futurity, today was
of
convicted of criminal contempt
to
court, fined $250 and sentenced
'thirty days In the Raymond street jail,
of
Brooklyn, for Ignoring a
the supreme court of this state. Mad-- !
be-den was scummoned to appear
lore the commissioner In Saratoga
during the racing season there, to be
questioned in his wile's suit for divorce, but failed to respond.
sev-

THREE KILLED AND

O

I
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FIVE INJURED IN FIRE

It will take nearly lO.OoO men to do
this, and General English already has
over 5,oii0 names on his books. Among
them are some of the most prominent military men in the country, and
hardly a stale in the Union but Is represented.
R. A. Falkenberg of San Francisco,
is the commander in chief of the army
and holds a commission signed by
.none Kai Chen, a member of the
GENERAL E. E. ENGLISH.
Chinese privy council and the head of
the Chinese Reform society, which
has some 4u,(hhi,(io0 members in China
and many in this country. Until recently Kang Yu Wei was the Chinese
representative in this country, but he
was deposed by the Chinese emperor.
However, he is now In New York collecting money for the movement, and
as a result the Chinese in this country aie divided and a hitter war between the two demerits Is the result.
So active have the reformers been
In tiiis country that cadet corps com- Kised of Chinese were oriiied at San
Francisco, Fresno, Los Angeles, Sac-ratnento, St. Louis. N
York and
Philadelphia, but within a short time
governors
the
of the states where
these companies are located, have directed that they he discontinued because f the constitutional prohibition
for aliens to bear arms and because of
a hint iron the Hate department at
Washington that this movement waa
inopportune and uiiiiht be misconstrued hv China, a friendly power.
General English say-- , that
was in China duii.ig the linie of
the to it movement, atid that the Inception nf this tuovetr. at commenced
uloui ttiai time. I i. 'M hs return to
'his eounty it was teiianced. Hitter
attacks and ridicule hi.o been dirtct-eat General EtigM-- h
the papers,
but his standing hete
is not been
Inhat the movethinks
and
ment will take place within a yea.r.
'I he Amreicans
will t ulaee the German and Japanese dr !l masters and
instructors with the t'.'.inese armv.
I

b

M'.. Aug. 26. Three per-- :
sons lost their lives early today in a
tire that blurted in the Murancook
Mjraneok,
hotel, at
Hedfield,

Later and Fuller Account.
Five persons were burned or other w ise Injured.
The hotel management

j

i MEtlifciMitflidi m m ii hmmi

1

the bodies found are of Yankton, lie Is In charte of reMr. and M:s. J. II. Martin ami child, cruiting for the Chinese Imperial
army, flicd says that when the
of Iiostoii, as all other guests have
been located.
right time conies the Chinese governOver lour score of guests and em- - ment ixpects to organize a division of
ploye.s escaped in their niht clothes, trooj.s In each of the eitth'een provmany leaping from windows. The Are inces of Chii.a and oilicer them with
is supposed to have Ijeen caused by a Americans who saw service in the
Spanish-Americaor Philippine wars.
detective chimney.
udieves

,

x
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SAN PEDRO TO HAVE

A YEAR

I

KENTUCKY TURFMAN

New York, Aug. 26.

1

i

Yankton, S. D., Aug. 26. One of the
most talked of men In milltaiy circles in tne central west Is Kdmond
F. English, a veteran of the Civil war,
and a politician and real estate man

c

r

Halifax, N. S Aug. 26. The fleet- - several days, and In their honor
est keels of the Canadian and Eastern series of minor yacht races will be
nca thte American.
Yacht clubs are assembled In Halifax h"J;I''n aIh,of privilege
to take part,
harbor to attend the annual yacht special prizes will be offered for ta
races for the Prince of Wales cup, various events. The visit of the Amer-th- e
most coveted trophy ever con- - lcan8 wiU conclude with a grand
for in any of the British colo- - tlva, on whlcn occa8ion tne pnnceot
nles. The yachts of the New "iork: VaPa tho Mit
Yach club and of the Eastern Yacht trophies will be presented to tho re
club, which took part In the ocean spective winners.
races from Marhlehead to Halifax, ar
rived here In good shape, and are now
the guests of the Royal Nova Scotia MORE NEW BUILDINGS
Yacht club. In view of the fact that
FOR FORT BAYARD
there is probably not a yacht In Nova
Scotia equal In speed to many of the
American yachts just in from the
Tuesday morning ground was
race, It was a highly unselfish ken for the new mess hall at kltchea
MATRIARCH MORE
and sportsmanlike act of the Royal at Fort Rayard, says the Silver City
club, to extend an Enterprise. J. A. Harlan hes the
THAN HUNDRED Nova Scotiato Yacht
tho American visitors tract, and the building will cost $13.--'
to compete with the Nova Scotia and mm. it will connect the infirmary
other Canadian yachts for the magnifl- - Wth the annex, the two being conprize.
nected with a covered archway, of
Vigorous and Free From Ail cent
The cup was originally presented to beautiful design. The new building
the Halifax Yacht club when the pres- v
l)e of brick, surrounded by broad,
ments, With Excellent
ent King, then the Prince of Wales, sweeping verandas. It will accommo-vlslte- d
Halifax in 1860. It Is a beautl- ,iate about twenty patients. The dl-fspecimen of the silversmith's art, menslons of the mess hall will be
Eye Sight.
standing two fet high and of great 23x44x13; of the kitchen, 21x23x13.
artistic value. When tne Halifax club pi8n8 and specifications will soon be
went out of existence in 1898 and the SPnt out to contractors for repairs to
HAS
NUMEROUS
DESCENDANTS
"u Dion uuu w iun.ii.-u-, me itecreation hall, which will trans-the latter received the trophy from frm it into one of the handsomest
the Halifax Yacht club as a legacy,
Cambridge, Minn., Aug. 26. Mrs. The trophy has never left the waters theatres In the southwest.
Margureta Danielson, probably the old- on which It was fiiet sailed for. Acest inhabitant in this part of the coun- cording to the condition, the trophy COLORED PEOPLE HELD
try, celebrated her 104th birthday to- can be kept by the winning yacht only
JUBILEE AT PARK HALL
day, surrounded by a large number of nine months, when it must be reShe Is stlil turned to Halifax, to be competed for
her direct descendants.
vigorous and comparatively strong again the following season.
At Park Hall Thursday night occurand reinarkabiy free from the numerNot to
outdone In courtesy by the red one of the biggest. Jubilees the colous ailments which invariably come Nova Scotia yachtsmen, Mr. Laurence ored people oi this uity have given
to others with approaching age. Even Minot has offered a trophy to be com- for some time. Rev. C. R. Drooklna,
her eyesight Is good and she requires peted for by Canadian yachts at the pastor of the Mt. Olive Baptist church,
no glasses to do her knitting and sew- same time when the Prince of Wales was at the head of the affair, which
ing.
cup Is sailed for.
The trophy is a was given as a benefit for his congreMrs. Danielson was up early and re- handsome silver cup, the decoration gation, and it was a great success in
of the of which are symbolical of the inter- every way.
ceived the congratulations
members of her family. In the after- national character of the race and of
The entertainers were the Oriole
noon many of the neighbors and town the good feeling existing between the Musical club. Misses Black, Pelile and
people came to cal on her, bringing yachtsmen of the two countries rep- urown ana Mrs. urr, ana tne program
her presents.
resented in the races.
Included many fine Instrumental and
Mrs. Donaldson was born 104 yeas
The first' race was sailed today over vocal numbers.
Refreshments were
ago today at E:fdalen. Pularne dis- a course of twenty-fivmiles off' Hall-fa- served after the concert.
trict, Sweden. There she was educatharbor. Under the regulations of
ed, grew up to womanhood and was the Royal Nova Scotia Yacht club, ac- JUDGE ABBOTT APPOINTS
married. In 1857 she and her husband cording to which the measurements
JURY COMMISSIONERS
emigrated to the United States and of the yachts Is determined by multifirst settled In Willis Creek, Iowa. plying the load water line by the sail
Two years later she aad her family area and dividing the result by 6,000,
Since his return from Massachumoved to Cambridge, or rather the several of the American boats were setts, Judge Ira A. Abbott, of
Secplace where this town now stands. At barred from competing in the race. ond judicial dlstiict, has beenthegiving
that time It was only a wilderness, Nevertheless, both' the New York his attention to the apopintment ot
where the Indians roamed and hunt- Yacht club and the Eastern Yacht Jury commissioners under the ne
club were represented at the starting jury law, which provides that
ed.
three
Mrs. Danielson was the mother of line, when the signal for tho begin- commissioners shall be appointed
In
The ning of the race was given this morn- each county,
four sons and one daughter.
and that each commisyoungest of the sons died about a year ing.
sioner shall select 100 names, and that
ago at the age of 65 years. She Is
This evening the visiting yachtsmen the Juries
for the year shall be drawn
now living with one of her oldest sons, from the United States will be the from these 300 names.
who has served several times as regis- guests of the Royal Nova Scotia
The commissioners so far selected
ter of deeds of this county. Mrs. Dan Yacht club at a grand celebration at are aa follows:
ielson has fourteen grandchildren, their club house. On that occasion
Bernalillo County H. E. Fox,
fourteen great grandchildren. One of many government officials and promi- S. Beaven and Eugenio Berala. John
her great grandchildren, 20 years old, nent officials will also be present to
Sandoval County Joseph Bilo, AleThe jandro Sandoval and Francisco
was recently married, and Mrs. Dan- greet the American yachtsmen.
Perea.
American yachts will remain here for
ielson attended the wedding.
Valencia County John Becker, Fred
Huning and Jose Leon Tellus.
The court will apiniint the commissioners for McKinley county on Monday.
fee-test-

t,
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Not to Be Outdone in Courtesy an American Offers Another
Cup for Nova Scotian

COAST

EMPEROR WILLIAM LIKES
ROOSEVELT'S EFFORTS
Berlin, Aug. 26. The foreign office
empowers the Associated Pres9 to de
clare that ail reports of opposition by
the emperor to mediation by President Roosevelt are absurd. The emperor regards the endeavors of the
MEYER CALLED AGAIN
president with admiration, and takes
BUT COULD DO NOTHING
the greatest interest in the success of
St. Petersburg, Aug. 20. Mr. 'Mey-o- the labors of the president, in whose1
American ambassador, today re- beginning the emperor personally asceived a number of cablegrams from sisted.
Washington and as a result of which
KEEPS
he called on Foreign Minister Lanis-dorf- f ADMIRAL KATAKOKA
HIMSELF QUTE BUSY
this afternoon. The foreign ofTokio, Aug. 26 Rear Armiral Kata-kok- a
fice announced at 2 p. in. that the
in report to the imperial navy
was still unchanged and that
there had been no developments over department, received today, says:
"Naval division sent to Ohkotsk,
night affecting Russia's position.
captured at Port Aiane, one old style
gun and some ammunition on August
WITTE GETS NO WORD OF
t
ENCOURAGEMENT FOR PEACE 4; at Ohkotsk,
rifles and
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 26. At 12 some ammunition were captured Augo'clock, one of the Russian attaches ust 17. The same division seized the
was quoted as saying tfiat telegrams British bark Antiope, near Sakljalin,
liad been received from St. Petersburg August 13. The division dispatched
of
but they contained no rvord which to Kamchatka, captured a number
Russians on board the American
would permit M. Witte to offer a
to the Japanese com- steamer, Muutara, off Port Nikolalvsk,
promise, and that unless the Japanese among them Commander Eskkay."

FOR

Contest.

EMPEROR'S ULTIMATUM
IS NO INDEMNITY AT ALL
St. Petersburg, Aug. 2G. The empe
ror s ultimatum Is that Russia will
agree to a division of the Island of
Sakhalin and a more liberal payment
shall be made Japan for the care of
the Russian prisoners, but that no in
demnity will be paid.

land
eral grand jury, investigating
frauds, has returned true bills against
Claude F. Thayer, the Tillamook capitalist, and son of Former Governor
Thayer, together with several other
operators, who are indicted with him.

YET AMERICANS INVITED TO CONTEST

Iot'

;

had a new proposal the conference
was doomed and today and Monday
would mark the final rupture.

Portsmouth. NT. II.. Auk. 26. President Hoosevelt's intercession at Peter-ho- f
and Toklo has not been successful
yet, but enough progress has been
made to secure a prolongation of negotiations beyond today. A certain
result has been achieved at St. Petersburg, but if there is eventual. y to be
peace, Japan must change her attitude.
The repurchase of the northern half
of Sakhalin still points a clear road to
the only possible compromise, but it
must be a purely commercial transaction, not a claim for indemnity in disguise. There had not been the slightest indication up to 10 a. m. that Emperor Nicholas would recede from his
determination not to pay indemnity
under any form.
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1905.

mat
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TEACHERS

INSTITUTE AT

MENAUL MISMON SCHOOL

IMMENSE HARBOR

The annual teachers' Institute of
Menaul Presbyterian
Mission
school In this city, is now In session
at tho school and will continue for
ject and the Mexican government's five 'ays. The Institute bids fair to
be the most successful ever held and
railroad across the Isthmus of
the
which will operate In con- Is attended by many teachers ofMexPresbyterian church from New
junction with the American-HawaiiapresM.
Light,
steamship line, San Pedro will be in ico and Arizona. Dr. C.
position to make a strong bid for a ident of the Silver City normal school.
goodly portion of the world's shipping, Is conductor of the institute.
which she has not been able to do
heretofore on account of the shallow-- I NARROW ESCAPE
ness of the inner harbor.
FROM HOLACAUVr
More than this, southern California
will be opened to direct communication with ports along the Mexican
Erie. Pa., Aug. 26. It Is certain
coast, with South American countries, that Patrick MacMjhon of the yacht
with the Hawaiian Islands, and with Mystic,
was
burned to death, and
eighleen persons almost suffocated iu
the Orient.
a lire that started on the third floor
of the Charles Heck block early toGreat Day for the Hibernians.
day.
I he
monetary loss Is not heavy.
Taunton, Mass., Aug. 26. The annual field day of the Ancient Order of When the firemen arrived they found
Hibernians and the Ladies' Auxiliary eighteen occupants asleep and almost
With difficulty they were
of this district opened here this morn- dead.
ing with athletic games and contests, finally gotten nut of danger. The lire
which will occiij) all day. Many valu- started in MacMahon's room and was
nted to the probably caused by his having left a
able pri.es w ill In'
cigar stub on the lloor.
victors In th" various events.

the

Iios Angeli

--

Cub, Aug. 26. E. H.
'try E. Huntington,

Harrlman and
Ihi' railway niannales, are behind a
movement to make of San Pedro, Cal.,
one of tho greatest harbors in the United States.
These two have secured from the
board of trustees of San Pedro a
franchise on eighteen acres of
land In the outer harbor, and will Immediately begin tho construction o
bulkheads, wharves, ware houses and
an extension of the Pacific electric
trolley line to the base of operations.
With the completion of this pro- -

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION
AT INDIANAPOLIS

n

nd., Aug. 26. The
ludianaiKills.
democratic ciiy convention met here
this morning and judging from indications there will be little if any apposition to the renomlnat ion of Mayor
II ult .man.
The convention was call-ito order and atter the customary
committees had been appointed, took
a r cess until after luncheon.
The
promised opjxislllon of the
tin taction seems to have fallen flat
and it Is confidently expected that
.Mayor Ihdtzman will be tenominteil
without oplKisltion.
The primaries lor ward colinciltui n
will be held on September 1st. It
has been supposed to hold tile primaries am! the eouveuMotip at an eanier
The fatuous suit of Mtut.ino Sena j
dtae, but the ev euuve com m p 'o decried that, it would be in the interest i.gaiiist the American Turqoiiise cominvolving the ownership of
of the party to make the campaign as
short as it could be conveniently be some large turjolse mines mar Cer- rillo.-- , will come up for trial at Santa!
made.
i

d

anti-Holt--

SUIT FOR POSSESSION

OF TURQUOIS MINES
-

IV on next Moti lay. Attorney F. W.
Clancy, of this city, appears as coun-pnnfor Sena. The nistoi y of t he mines
in question dates back as far as tho
year 1728.
M--

ALHUQUKKQUK

PACE TWO

MAGNIFICENT,

OF

TOTAL ECLIPSE

AWE - INSPIRING

THE SUN AS DESCRIBED

BY FLAMMARION

forth as at nightfall. Then, success
ively. tlte sky turned a leaden gray,
the mountains stood out with surprls
ins dlst iuit ness against the horizon
and si emi il to draw nearer; a cob:
chili shot through the atmosphere. A
the rest of the world Into space, into profound silence reigned In nature
time, into the unknown.
the liuht faed more and more, the
The remarkable eclipse of the sun landseape became gray, the sen turn
August ;lo will ) visible ns a partial ed black. It was then that we made
ec.ipse In the whole of Europe, west- our observation with the colors of the
ern Asln, northi rn Africa and the spec! ruin.
astern part of North America. The
When totality hail commenced, the
zone of totality
starts In Canada, sun had vanished, and the black- - disk
south of l.nke Winnipeg, passes over of the moon showed all 'round It the
' e
part or iimison s nay, admirable corona of brilliant light.
soMwiiTii
then a little to the north of Newfound- The corona surrounds the sun comland, crosses the Atlantic, cuts Spain pletely, extending beyond it to the disin Its northern part, passes along the tance of
of the sun's
about
.MediMeranpan over two of the Halo-nri- radius, and it may be considered the
isles, reaches Algeria, crosses solar atmosphere. HeyondJho corona
Tunisia, the Gulf of flabes, Trlpolitan, Is an aureole, a vaster but less luminKgvpt. the Red sea and finally Arabia, ous refnlgi nee. which hurls out. long
where the eclipse ends. The coming plumes principa ly in the direction of
total eclipse may be observed at Its the sun's eijnator'al zone, and the
best in Snain and In Algeria, where zone of activity of the spots are prothe I'nited States hits sent Its repre- tuberances.
On (he summit of the
sentatives, and In Tunisia where the disk it Is conical and beneath It Is
period of totality, beginning shortly double, the right extremity ending In
after noon, will Inst three minutes and a long point.
fifty-onseconds.
The eclipse which I have been deTh" l!)or eclipse Is Interesting from scribing
look far bss (ime to pass
the fact that it occurs at a neriod of
I have reipiired to write
these
maximum solar activity, whtreas tho than
lines. The totality lasted only seventy-nlast total eclipse. May "S, l'mii, occur- ine
seconds, and a dazzling streak
red at a minimum period, so that the
as of lightning shot out from the sun
different effects of thp two extremes as
the moon glided on.
of solar activity can be ascertained.
Several persons assured, me that
The present eclipse will take place in
My attention
the constellation of I.eo. the two pla- moon piint swiftly by.
nets Mercury and Venus becaming being monopolized in other directions,
I could not notice this, although I had
visible-- .
recommended others to watch for it.
Nature Transformed.
T"tin ntfinn'a u li a . n
I
ryrat
n t2r.ni
.Mi).nAt
During the Hutu eclipse many inter-- j sl, n.,nUwin
t
fr. n,,nn
estlng and important observations ( in (.,vfn n,lnntP8f
fivlng at the race
,
were made at Elche. Spain.
f,..,,
- r..
f The first period of the occultatlotv than a cannon ball.
was not particularly remarkable in
And so. suddenly: the flusion had
any respect.
It was only from the vanished, lil e all that is beautiful tin- time when mo-- e than half of the so- - on earth. The surprise, the onnres- lar disk was covered by the lunar disk slon. the terror of some, the silence
that the phenomenon became impress- - of all bad ceased. The sun reappiar- ive.
of ed In Its splendor, and Ui" lit" of
When about
sun were eclipsed birds rushed lure resumed its course, for a moment
back to their nests and bats came suspended.

ALL NATURE SEEMS TO PAUSE AT THE SUBLIME SPECTACLE.
SAYS THE FRENCH ASTRONO M E R SCI ENTI3TS ATHIRST FOR
KNOWLEDGE, WILL WATCH THE PHENOMENON AS NEVER BEFORE PECULIARITIES OF THE NIGHT OF AN ECLIPSE.

f .fit

i

one-thir-

c

;j4

e

KLAMMA1UON.
Hy Camniille Klamniarion.
Overwhelming Is
.
Taris, A us.
the interest In the total eclipse of the
aun, the most sulilime manifestation
of nature, the irenomenon that has
wed the most savage peoples from
the inception of the world ami
which lias east its spell over the
A total eclipse in
most enlightened.
marvelous. We wonder. We feel Ignorant. We cannot analyze. Hut this
time we are endeavoring to grasp the
The eclipse of August 30
definite.
will be inspected as never before.
A total eclipse of the sun Is one of
the most magnificent and most imposing sights imaginable. At the precise
moment announced by astronomical
calculation, the moon reaches the sun,
cuts gradual.y into it, and conies full
In front of it. The light of day fades
and changes. A sensation of oppression takes hold of the whole of nature; the birds are silent, the dog
seeks refuge near his master, the
chicks hide under the wing of the
mother hen, the wind holds its breath,
the temperature falls, an awful silence fills the air, as if the world were
flinching beneath pending catastrophe.
Weird Spectacle.
Just asthe last line of the solar
cuescent disappears, one sees., instead of the familiar sun, a black disk
surrounded by a snpi rl luminous
glory hurling huge ji ts of light into
space, while at the base rosy flames
are burning. A strange and ghastly
night has fallen, allowing the brightest stars to show in the heavens. The
sight is fantastic, magnificent, solemn and sublir.ie.
Watching the dark shape of the
moon as It glides smoothly before the
glorious sun at the very instant expected, the observer learns a double
lesson in philosophy rfirst, the gran
deur, the omnipotence of the inexorable laws ruling the universe; and secondly, the intellectual worth of man,
that thinking atom lost on another
atom, and which by the work of his
frail mind has attained a knowledge
of these laws which bear him off like
NEW MEXICO MAN OWNS

three-quarter-

s

CASINO
n
Co. y

CWADE
A Thursday,

Friday and

A

Sat-
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dentists.
J, E. KRAFT.
Dental Suraeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Oooda Company.
Doth phones. Appointments made by
mall.
DR.

Edmund J. Alger,

S

S

Ira

.. .. 15c and 25c
Reserved seats on sale at O.
A. Mat son's, 202 West Rail
road avenue.

N

E. W. Dohion.
W,
Office
ATTORN E
well block, Albui' Jerque, N. M.

aunaay at

a p. m.

OAiauneeBEGGAR PRINCE
15c

1
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CASINO
STREET

THIRD

&1EAT

MAEUULT

kinds of fresh and salt
Meats. Steam Sausage Factory.

All

IN.

ROOM

Rusher, said to be a ib. sorter
from Fort Bliss, was shot to death in
Welch & Titworth's store at Capitan.
N. M., Thursday niglit. He is believed
to have entered the store ior the purpose of buiglary. Rusher escaped from
jail In Lincoln last Tuesday, where he
was confined awaiting trial on a
charge of arson at Coalora, and officers had been on his trail ever since.
When the store was opened yesterday
morning Rusher's body was found lying face down behind the counter. Fif
teen shots were heard during the
night, but no attention was paid to
them and Rusher's slayer is unknown.
A horse and saddle supposed to be
Rusher's were found near the store.
An Inquest was held yesterday In the
hope of throwing light on the person
who killed Rusher.
Peculiar Disappearance.

J. D. Runyan. of ButlervUJe, Ohio, laid
the peculiar disappearance of hie painful symptoms of Indigestion and bllllous-nesf- i,
to Dr. King;' New Life Pills. He
says: "They are a perfect remedy for
dizziness, sour stomach, headache, constipation, etc". Guaranteed; at all drug-finiPrice. 25c.

ROSWELL LUMBER

COMPANY
BUYS YARD AT TEXICO

The Kemp Lumber company of Ros-weIs
expanding as its business
grows, and in keeping with this policy
has just bought the lumber yard of
Dyer & Sons at Texlco, having already taken charge. The new management will greatly increase the stock
of the Texlco yard and make It a first
class place at which to buy building
materials.
Fiendish Suffering.
Is often caused by sores, ulcers and cancers, that eat away your nkln. W'm.
l.
of Flat Rock, Mich., says: "I have
iiHt-Bucklen s Arnica Salva for Ulcers.
Seres and Cancers,
it Is the best healing dresHlng- - I ever fuund."
Soothes
and heals cut
turns and scalds;
c.
guaranteed.
at all drugKi-'i"- '

t

A. L. Morgan.
CONTRACTOR AM) lll'Il.nHR-Kr- tl.
matfH cheerfully furnished; Job work
Automatic 'phone 724; Hhnp (11
North second street. Albuquerque, N. M.

n,

CROMWELL

Rev.

FORT

ALBUQUERQUE,

Ml 9,

p

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Company.

by

methods.

BLOCK.

Oltie:; ;it Trimbles'
Old phone,
auto., 122.

THE

CLAIRVOYANT.

174.

BAYARD

CIGARS
113

1- -2

W.

Railroad Ave.

Coburn Hayward, clairvoyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. 03ce hours: 10
to 3 daily. Evenings and Sundays by
antolntment.

STATE

NATIONAL

BANK

BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Railing Rros.

O. N. MARRON,

J.

President.
HERNDON, Cashier.

B.

EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLu, Secretary.

C.leckler Block,
and Gold avenue.

Cor.

PLUMBING AND

HEATING CO.

Thursday Aug.3

I.

State

A. W. HAYDEN

Contractor anil Builder

-

phyBl--iMi-

Sttf f tttttt
Large
Airy
Rooms

! GRAND

8c Co. t nrilTtlAI
:

412 W. Railroad Ave.
AUTO.

'PHONE, 671.
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OLD RELIABLE

3 Mrs.

PRODUCE

CO

OwoH

Dlmttalo, Prop't.

AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail.
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Manager.
602 South First Street Both Phones

Fine Line

Grain

Provisions.

and

el

Farm and Freight Wagons
H

KAILROAD AVENUE.

4LBUQUERQUE.

N.

kA

XXXXXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXTTXXXXIXXXXXXXTTXXXXXXXXXXIXXX

CEMENT SIDEWALKS
W ara now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
claaa material and employ competent workmen which Juetl-fleue In giving you a positive guarantee.
Our prlcee will
compare favorably with reaponaible competition,

p

z
g

LAUG1ILIN

HYDRAULIC

STONE

COMPANY

AUTOMATIC PHONE 711
IU III

IBM

JJ

St.
g

The

Ill

Mcaes
SANTA
Foty-Sevent-

h

FET,

M(IWJ,

N.

College
AT.

Year

N. M.

A. C. WALKER,
INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office ut J. C. Baldridge's Lumber yard.

UNION
C
Q

MARKET

207 Wett Gold Aveune
BOTH

RMONf

CXXXJOOCXXKXCOCXOXXXXXJCXXXjC

t

GROCER

Carries the Largest and Most extensive Stock
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

Fresh Meats and Sausages
A Specially

1878

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE
Flour,

J

a

TRY OUR

HAY, GRAIN

ESTABLISHED

L. B.

Reasonable
Rates

5 HOTEL

COLO.Xt.

is

ULHinHL

Automatic Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
CLARKVILLE

..!

H. COX, Manager.

Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fitting, Brass Fittings and Valvea, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gaa Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.

Folks

FIRE INSURANCE.
RTAL ESTATE
LOANS

McPHERSON, Vice Prea.
Asst. Cashier.

ROY McDONALD,

Standard

The

Fouith street

York

Rankin

D. A.

ing.
DAY AND

ELKS' THEATRE

W.LTrimble&Cc

$100,000
$250,000

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4. 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penman- snip, Shorthand, Typewriting,
English, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

Dr. Cephas C. Ilateman,

evervwhere the favorite
bottle ccr. a Us popularity is indisput
Popularity is the result of an achievement.
able.
aJ "High Life" is to brewing what gold is to mining,
This is why
its very best product.
EVERYBODY ASKS FOI "HIGH LIFE"
SOLE DISTRIBUTERS

N. M.

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

dentist.

Paid-u-

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $260,000.00

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...Vice
President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
H. F- - RAYNOLDS
Director

VETERINARY.

and

Authorized Capital,
$500,000.00

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE,

Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.

sur'on

Cashier!

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY

FIRST
NATIONAL

Dr. J. E. Eronson.
Homeopnttilc t'hvslclan.
Wliltlnir HlOfk.

,

AND

admt
om,

Conner, M. D., D. O.
Osteouathlc nhvsielnn nml annrwin
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
successfully
All
diseases
OlTi'.ce
treated.
Rarnett
bulldlne.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Roth tele
phones.
Sundays by appointment.

1

'

PrMf

C. H.

tnhleH.

Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265.

& CO.

M.

N.

SOLOMON LUNA.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson.
Asst.
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
RFnpr.c
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWFI I
n rr

PHYSICIANS.

AL1JUQUEK(1)UE(N.M.

MEYERS

ALBUQUERQUE,

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

DEPOSITORY

the best known and most suc WEDDING
CAKE
A
SPECIALTY
chaplains in the United States
arrived In Fort Bayard this
We desire patronage and we
week and will succeed Chaplain Oav-ht- ,
guarantee first class baking
who is now at his home near Chi- 207 S.
Albuquerque
First Street,
cago. Chaplain Bateman was accomOne Night Only
panied by his family, consisting of a
wife, two sons and three daughters.
1
Chaplain Bateman served through the
Santiago anil Philippine campaigns
and has but recently returned from
the Islands. He is a magnetic orator. PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND BRUSHES The Prettiest of All Pastoral Plays
of winning personality, and Is a great
Arthur Sidman's
favorite with the soldier boys. His
"York State Folks"
coming to Fort Bayard is hailed with
Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
Is a better play
great delight by the army people, who
leaks.
than "Way Down
have watched his career and are ac- .. One gallon Devoes' Paint cover.
East," "David H.
quainted with his truly remarkable . . 300 square feet two coats.
Crews," "The Old
work in th army.
Homestead," "The
LEATHER,
HARNESS.
SADDLES,
ETC.
Palsy Farm," and
JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE
the other pastoral
plays.
St. Louis
Carries the United States mall; only 409 W. KAILROAD AVE
Star.
line with a change of stock enroute;
good rigs, horses and drivers; leavei
The best rural play
Alblquerque every Tuesday and Satthat has ever been
urday at 5 a. ni. For particulars, adput on the stage.
dress V. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND
Phlla. Record.
Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprietor, Perea, New Mexico.
TRANSFER STABLES.
It will outlive them
Horses and Mules bought and exchangall.
New York
Dangerous and Uncertain.
Telegram.
For sunburn, tetter and all skin and ed. Address W. L. Trimble h Co.,
scalp diseases, DeWltt's Witch Hazel Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Direction of W. C. Cunningham
Salve has no equal. It Is a certain
BEST TURNOUTS IN
cure for blind, bleeding, Itching and
THE CITY.
protruding piles. It will draw the fire SECOND STREET, BETWEEN RAILROAb
PRICES: 50c, 75c and $1.00
out of a burn and heal without leaving
AND COPPER AVENUES.
a scar. Bolls, old sores, carbuncles,
Seats on Sale at Matson's Book Store
etc., are quickly cured by the use of
Tuesday, August 29, at 9 a. m.
the genuine DeWltt's Witch Hazel
Salve. Accept no substitute as they
A Touching Story
are often dangerous and uncertain.
In the saving from death of the lnhy girl
Sold by all druggists.
of ieo. A. Kyler, Cumberland, Md. He
e,
.
writes: "At the age of 11 months our
Turkish Nongate U fne after a
Mile girl wa. In declining- heultli. "
dish of ice cream eaten at Mrs. Ful- Kcrloug throat trouble, and two
gave her up. We were almost In
lerton's confectionery store and Ice
dispalr, when we resolved to try Dr.
cream parlor.
Kings
New Plcovery for Consumption,
OFFICE AND FACTORY
roughs and Colds. The first bottle gave
tvlh f; after taking four bottles she was
412 West Copper Avenue
cured and U now In perfect health.'
Never fulls to relieve and cure a rouh
or cold. At all dealers; &0o and IU Guaranteed. Trial bottle free.
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ARCHITECTS.

rattle and oo;;s treated
the latrst, up to date, anp.oved,

Thos. F. Keleher

j

COMMERCE

Mrs. Alice

AT

The
one if
cessful
army,

OF

BANK

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
ovkibiis r w ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

F. W. Snenrer and V. O. Walllne- ford, rooms
Rarnott building,
Albuquerque, Is. M. Roth "phones.
"
CONTRACTOR
BUILDER.

SLEYSTER

Autainatic Telephone,

NEW CHAPLAIN ARRIVES

Bo!

Suite 16. N. T.
Alhunnerruie. N. M.

ATTORN
ArmH" bulMlnir.

THIRD ST

-

AN UNEXPLAI "E1) PHENOMENA.
Wavering shadows thrown during a total eclipse of the sun, a manifestation that scient ists cannot account for.

reThe St. Louis
cently published an item stating that
the only sixty dollar bills in existence
had just been found, one in the hands
of an eastern collector and the other
owned by Mrs. Julia Turton. of St.
Louis. The St. Louis paper is somewhat at fault. In this statement, as
E. J. Feemster, of Artesla, Eddy county, this territory, has one which was
Issued In 1778, while the two above
mentioned were issued in 1779. Mr.
Feemster thus describes the bill
which he has:
"1 have in my possession a $00 bill
Issued In 1778, which has been owned
by our family ever since the revolutionary war. The bid Is printed on
drab colored paper and is three and
three-fourth- s
inches long by three
inches wide. On one side of the bill,
along the top and bottom, are the
Currency,' and
words, 'Continental
on each end are the words, 'The
United States.' On the left half are
the words, 'Sixty Dollars,' and below
this we read: 'This bill entitles the
bearer to receive sixty Spanish milled
dollars, or the value thereof In gold or
silver, according to the resolution
passed by congress at Philadelphia.
September 20th. 1778." On the right
half Is a globe, representing the
earth, around which are the words:
In the
Deus Regnat Exultet Terra.'
upper right hand corner is the number In red Ink, 14,192, or 16,193. In
the lower left hand corner are the
Initials, 'J. A. U.,' and on U.e right
lower corner is the signature of the
On the reverse
treasurer, Roberts.
side, on one end, are the words, 'Sixty Dollars,' and on the other are the
words, 'Printed by Hall and Sellers.'
In the center of the hill is a square
field containing an Indian bow."
Blck headache - results from a disordered condition nf the stomach and Is
quickly cured by Chamberlain's Stomach
For sale by all
nd Liver Tablets.
drufgisU.

THE

40-4-

JOE RICHARDS,

FK0M

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Crom

John H. Stingle.

5moKc the White Lily Cigur

DESERTER

$100,000

R. W. D. Bryan.
V .
ATTO R N E
Albquerque,
N. 54. OHlce, Firs,. ,satlnnal UaTiK build
ing.

REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC

ALLEGED

SURPLUS

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

i.

W.,

Admission

open every afterAdmission, free, except during matinees. Refreshments served by uniformed waiters.

M. Bond.

,

32 F street. N.
v. I'er.slons, lands
anhiripton.
patents, copyrlRhts, cavlats. letter pat
ents, trade marks, claims.
ATTOn.NEY-AT-LAW-

noon.

AND

tnry and bofore the United States land

WITH SPECIALTIES

Gardens

CAPITA.

N. M.
Prompt attention alven to all
huMnens
pertalnlnn to the profeselon.
Will practice In ei) courte of the tern

Veterinary

FORT BLISS KILLED

ERNEST

Albuquerque,

ATTORNKV-AT-1.A-

Uorr-en-

I'

Albuquerque, - New Mexico

office.

The Rose of Anvergne

B. A.

-

COMPANY

8.

Bernard 8. Rodey.
Tuesday
and Wednesday
Evenings.

llonrn

-

TRUST

LAWYERS.

Monday,

Sunday,

US0N1C BULDIM.

s

D. D.

MONTEZUMA

Hallrnad avenue
Ortlce hours
:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to t
p. m. Telephone 462. Appointment
made
oy man.
AU
OFFICE
UNTIL
CLOSED
GUST 28.

THE BEGGAR PRINCE
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AUG. 26, 1905.

CARDS

No. Ji

Evening.

urday

SATURDAY,

PROFESSIONAL

.

Moving Pictures or Illustrated Songs Every Night

na-th- e

SIXTY DOLLAR BILL
e

V.

r

CITIZEN

KVKNLNG

BEGINS SEPT. 4, 1905
BRO. BOTULPH,

PRESIDENT

1

Mia.IKIW

ALDUQUKIiOUE EVKN1NO CITIZEN.

AUG. 26, 1905.

SATURDAY,

fiS

PAGE THREB

fS) Only for One Week, beginning August 20th and
ending August 26th
fX
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SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
Solomon Luna,

Greer, Pres.
Mgjxmr rjiua ujlzxjut wvnrjft
W. H.
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FRAUDS DISCOVERED

President

TO

ROAD

ABOUT

$20,000

conspiracy whereby the railroads
in rhlcnirn have been
fia.i.Uil nl' tranwtmi'tat ion estimated
at $2i),00o has just been maole public
hv the discharge of an office clerk
from the emnlov of the Santa Fe
He was a st enogra nher In.
ranrnnii
the office of President E. P. Ripley,
adn among other duties he took care
of the issuing of passes and the requests made by the road upon other
By a free
lines for transportation.
use of the request blanks left In his
tharge and previously signed by President Ripley and by a similar use of,
the pass books signed by V. B.
assistant to the president,' the
young man secured transportation and
Those
disposed of It to outsiders.
known to have dealt with him are
chiefly treasurers of local theaters.
Detectives who have been at work on
the case declare that one man alone
handled over $2,700 worth of passes.

t,.in.r

de-Fe- 's

over the bar or at the gaming tables
each month and then take ten days in
which to sober up, cannot work for
Thurs-

day night from a, trip to the Portland
fair, has resumed his old position at
the Santa Fe station as depot master.
O.'ll. Gray has gone ba'k to his position as yards officer and J. A. Mon-toy- a
will return to I. as Vegas where
lie will resume his old position.
George Ptont, the cook at the railroad constt net ion canin on the Santa
new line at Tolar, Roosevelt
county, wlio killed a colored laborer
there on August G, was given a preliminary hearing at f'ortales and bound
over 10 me grana jury in me sum 01

HUNTER PROMOTED TO
GENERAL PURCHASING AGENT.
Superintendent Hunter, of the western division of the El Paso & Southwestern will leave his present position
some time about the first of the
month, probably as soon ns he returns from the coast, and will become
purchasing agent for the entire Southwestern system, says the El Paso
News His headquarters will be In El
Paso.
General Mananer Simmons stated
that Mr. Hunter's successor had not
been selected, and that he himself,
bad not canvassed the situation thoroughly enough to foi m any idea, of
who would be the new superintendent.
Trainmaster Charles Brown, of
who has been with the Southwestern for many years, luis been
mentioned for the place. Superintendent Morris, of the Rio Grande division of the Santa Fe, it lia.s also
been rumored, might go to the Southwestern.
Whether the purchasing department
of t,he Southwestern at Ifcuielas, now
in charge of R. M. Fich', will be continued or not, depends upon the views
of Mr. Hunter. He will have entire
charge of the purchasing department,
and will oranize it to suit himself.
position
Mr. Hunter held a similar
with the Southwestern before he became a division superintendent.

from pure eream of
tartar derived from grapes.

Bis-be-

IS
AND ROBBED.

CONDUCTOR'S FAMILY
DRUGGED

Chloi ofnrmed and robbed was

m

BAKING POWDER CO.. CHICAGO.

PRESIDENT PALMAOF CUBA, WHO WILL
PROBABLY BE A CANDIDATE FOR RE-- '
ELECTION BY THE CONSERTATIVE
PARTY, DECEMBER 31, 1905

:
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Is what we are doing with every one who testa
it3 delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drink on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but is in2 dozen
vigorating and wholesome. $3 per C3S8
Of

quarts.' $2 per case

2 dozen

pints.

Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company
ASK FOR DI AMOND ICE

Auto. Phone 292.

'Phone No. 316

A-it-

Bil

Colo. Phone 93

Residence Auto. 'Phone No. 20Q
'Phone No. 115

TO.Uawmi'm'BWrBW..WMJIJIil

..Minim

GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.

T

koi'Q

A. BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Embalmer

I

COMMERCIAL, CL.UB BUILDING.

City Under taker

WHITE OR BLACK
HEARSE, $5.00

11

.ion .anal,
street, back of

ti jl n

in

1

Wal-

'

r

VISIBLE
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TYPEWRITERS
THE

CELEBRATED
The best machine
In the world. Thia
Is no experiment,
but has been tested
and tried, and baa
200,000 In use. If
you are interested
In typewriters call
on or address

j

I

BOTTLED

IN BOND.

GEO. S. RAMSEY

HAY FEVER ABOLISHED.
Medical

Science Discovers a Cure for
This Malady by Breathing Hyomel.
Stomach dosing cannot cure hay
fever. A change of climate la the
only treatment that gives any relief,
and Hyomel, which medicates the air
you breathe, acts upon this principle,
giving in your own home a climate as
healthy as that of the White Mountains or other health resorts.
The complete Hyomei outfit costs
but $1, extra bottles, 50 cents. J. H.
O'Kielly & Co. have seen the good effects following the use of Hyomei in
so many cases of hay fever that they
are willing to sell the treatment with'
the understanding that If it does not
give satisfaction, the money will be
refunded to you.

401 W. R.R. Ave.

rs

THE
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i

GEO.

T. STAG

j

General Agent for

CO.,

New Mexico.

FRANKFORT, Ky,

111

MltlUtllllt4

EAKIN

MELlHi

;

SOLE

AGENT8.

Albuquerque,

AUTOMATIC

New

Mexico

PHONE

TO COUNCIL OF BAR

Time, Labor
and Money
The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of moiWy means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
installing a

PENINSULAR

A

NCC

I

In dollars and cents they cost no more.
In quality they are
superior. In durability they last loncje-- .
setter than
any other. You are most cordlaily invited to examine our new
One-thir-

line.

Prices

In

Plain Figures $30 and Up

Old stoves taken at a
THE McBRAIN

FURNITURE

fair valuation,
CO ,

205

Gold

Ave.

Established

In

F. G. PRATT

& CO.
j

Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on1
Earth.
. Free
Orders Solicited
Delivery

Gradi,
HAY

Fine Line of imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders
for this line with us.
213
NORTH THIRD STREET
215-21-

TnK
ST. ELMO
'

STAPLE AND "FANCY GROCERIES!
214 South Second Street.

1n
Dealers
CROCERIES,
PROVISIONS,
GRAIN AND FUEL.

CLUD

ROOMS

iit(8r

ittiiimtratttiiiHii

1882.

boden's Granite Flour

&.

ZEIGER CAFE! ltttttttt
"
mm
rtTrn
QUICKEL'& BOTIIE Proprietors.

l'INE K KSTAUKANT IN CONNECTION
Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines andj
Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

199.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods,
netKin a. io' s torrees, im-- .

Toti

itmtut tMuuitui

IjAR AND

T. B. CATRON ELECTtD

,

!

ton's drug store, and solicit the trade
I,. H. SHOEMAKEIt
of the city.

I. J. Custer, storekeeper
for the
coast lines of the Santa Ke, has re-- !
mined from an official visit to Topeka.

:"

imh

DEXTER.

m

Santa Fe Central railways.
"
Herman Switzer, of the Alvaradoj
cinio deixtrtment In this city, left last
night for a short business trip to El
l'uso and Old Mexico,

-

WITH OUR PILSNER BEER

BED-ROC-

FOR FINE FLAVOrtED FRUIT.
ASK FOR W. JENKS' GREEN LA
BEL
ESMERALDA
HIGH
CLASS
FRUIT. AND SEE THAT YOU GET
IT. FOR SALE BY A. J. MALOY,
CO., WALL &
JAFFA GROCERY

vw,,.'

i.:B

H

brick and frame houses and choice
vacant lots, on easy terms,
AT
PRICES.
Have vacant lots on the Highlands
from $100 to $300; $10 down, and $1
per week. This Is a good Investment
and will double In price In a short
time. We have renters for all classes
'of buildings, but very few to rent. It
will pay you to list your property
.with us. All business entrusted with
us will receive prompt attention.

on South Third

The Associated Press dispatch to
the Denver Post dated August 2 It h
from Narragansett Pier., H. I., where
the American Bur association is holding its annual session, gives a list
of the western members elected to
the general council of the association.
The
contains the names of Thos.
I!. Catron, of Santa Fe, and J. O. Hawkins, of Tucson, Arizona.
Low Rates to Denver.
The Santa Ke railway has arranged
for a round trip rate of i:i.tj to lieii-v- r
on ac count of the i. A. It. meeting in September.
This rate is for
the beu. tit of Inembel'd of ttlO (I. A.
It. and their wives, as in ea-- u of the
immin-rthe Woman's Relief
Coi-and 1adii , ,,f the (i. A. It., ttlul
l'ir iu tubers only.
$75.
This rate will only be granted on
certificates issued by the po.-- t comMACHINISTS DISCHARGED
FOR DRUNKENNESS. mander, and will not apply to the general public, tor which a one fare rate
Twenty-thremen were let out at for the round trip has been author-iz- t
.1.
Southwestern sliops In
the l'l Paso
AlanioiMirdo tliis week, drunUenness
Citizen 8ds bring results.
Ileitis the charge against them. Ma
A.--

Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 208i2
West Gold Ave., ground floor.
Get our prices before you buy. We
have for a short time a few good

I

J. V. Gibson, son of E. J. Gibson,
division superintendent, has been promoted to the position of secretary to
Superintendent John Denair In Ixjs
Angeles.

the

fate of the family of Henry Riggers,
a conductor on the Northern division
of the Southwestern railroad last evening, at their 'home, t',n2 North Camp-lul- l
street, says the I'l Paso Herald.
The family attended the concert in
the park ami then went home, arrivWhen they
ing there aliout 10: 30.
awoke this morning all were sick and
weak, every member having a severe
attack of nausea. Th re was a strong
smell of ether or chloroform in the
room and the family grew suspicious.
Investigation revealed the fact that
the house had been robbed and then
it dawned on Mrs. Riggers that she
and her children had been chloro-form- e
A p!ysi-ciaby the bur,'la.'s.
was sent for and the family receive, nodical afeiiiion. The robbers
close to Jl'. in ra-- h and silallied ar be: ween $'',0 and
verware

PRICE

Marcus P. Kelly, of the local stores
department of the Santa Fe, left last
night for London and Montreal, Can-- !
ada, where he will spend two weeks
visiting with relatives
ITa will lirintrl
back Mrs. Kelly and the family, who
have been on a visit for the past two
months.
Angel Cienaga, a section hand who
was struck by a train near Socorro,
N. M., and badly hurt about the breast
and head, has been taken to Las Vegas to the railroad hospital.

H. C. Thompson Is the new proprle-- j
tor of the eating house at Kennedy, at
the junction of the Santa Fe and the

ar.jra

makhi

Will not do you any good unless you
have some money to put in it. The
surest way to get money aheaa Is to
buy all your Clothing, Shoes, Dry;
Goods, Underwear, Enamelware, Tin- -'
ware, Crockery, and of course, your!
Groceries, at our store. We are the
acknowledged low price store In the:
whole city. A few prices will give you
an Inkling of our fine goods:
If you pay $3.50 for a shoe, come
and look at ours at $2.50. If you pay
$4 for a shoe, come and look at ours
at $3. If you pay $5 for a shoe, come
and look at ours at $3.50. If you pay
$6 for a shoe, come and look at ours
at $4. All plainly marked; one price
to everybody. If you pay 35c or 40c
for your coffee, try ours at 25c. No!
risk. Your money back If you want
It. If you pay 30c for coffee, try ours)
for 20c. If you pay 75c or $1 for tea,

N. PEACH & GO.

iods

11,000

m

is?.Tjr

NEW BANK

A

"Pilfllll

him.

Jan-aen-

vav

try ours, any kind Gunpowder, Eng-- I
lish Breakfast or Japan, at 50c. If
you pay 60c for tea, try ours any
kind you want, at 40c. Remember,
we guarantee all our goods.
Your
money back if you want It.
THE CASH BUYERS' UNION,
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
Auto 'Phone, 592.
122 N. Second.
All goods delivered.

m

A

Sellers, Mgr.

i

F. L. Carson Is determined to get rid of the habitual drunkards and gamblers.. He says that the
nun who blow in their pay checks

R. K. Wells, who returned

Ripley's Office Sold Transportation to Outsiders.
LOSS

Co.)

ter Mechanic

WHOLESALE PASS

What more do you want?

j

D. EMMONS

J.

D. K. D.

gfti'say 'vygiva'

,Lj"

sa

e

(Successor to Futrelle Furniture
Corner Coal and Second.

in

ti&isiar

With the object of getting a satisfactory article you should not hesitate to pay a few dollars more, and
have the satisfaction of knowing that
you have the Best. A Range is either
to the housea pleasure or an
wife. Buy a Superior Range and
housekeeping will always be pleasant.
We have them, from the cheapest to
the Best. "Get the Habit."

y

eye-sor-

Stenographer

frarraih

Fifty Yearo tho Standard

Remains Long After
Price is Forgotten

'

'

vct'-Tr,mn
J

rmm
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M, W. Flournoy, Sec.

v

V-Pr- es.

WEEK i

Wsh
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have invested only $460.

will

This offer is only good for this week.

Feet Each

142

IB 11

0 E3

DOWN

J7

f

L

FINEST

AND

CLUBROOMS

We Fill

Prescriptions
RIGHT,

at consistent Prices

WINES

f
JOSEPH

SAMPLE

WHISKIES,

B4RNETT.

Prop.

120 West RaiJroal Avenue

"B.RIJPPB
Next to Bank ot Commarce

203 West

R. R.

Ave.
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The beef trust man keeps careful ward,
He's on the (jiii vivo all the time;
You ne'er can catch him off bis guard.
He knows the news from every ciime.
Should war break out mar Tlnibttctoo
The beef trust man is on the watch;
He knows precisely what to do
He boosts the price another notch.

cablegram from Homo says thru itimumhv U nnw
the watchword at the- Vatican. Only a few ilays ko
ycrrotary of stale was served with summons In
three suits brought by the heirs of pri s m who
tome or all of their property to tlic pope. One suit was
tliat brought by tin1 relative of a widow nanil Uttilii.
leaving Iter property, consisting of a
who died in
house. In Via Capo le Case, to the late pope. The property
t estimated to be worth several thousand dollar and the
Vatican administration had nlivady talen possession of it
with the consent of the probate court.
The heirs sued for the annulment of the wl! on the
ground that the property had been left unconditionally
to the pope and that Tins X. was at the time only patriarch of Venice. After tlie cardinal secretary of state was
successfully served with the summons lie consulted with
the pope, and it was decided that he should not appear
In court, owing to the exemption of all cardinals, according to the laws of guaranues, from the obligation of making a personal appiarnnce in civil or criminal conns
the Italian tribuna s. The case, however, proceeded,
notwithstanding the cardinal's absence, and, perhaps because, of it, was decided in favor of the heirs only a
A

CONDITION WE MUST

THE NEXT TEN DAYS FIFTEEN OR TWENTY

IN

are floods In far Cathay,
The beet trust man is posted quite;
If storms In China hold their sway-Hgets the tidings over night.
In case the French get In a stew,
Or there are rows among tho Scotch,
The beef trust man knows what to do
He boosts the lub e another notch.

have on the road two full cars of Pianos, the largest
7JE
VV
shipment ever brought into New Mexico. We have
not the space to store them all, so for the next ten days we
will make prices that will move them. Below we give you
a few of the many bargains we have:

If there be war. If there be peace,
He always lias the winning plan;
A fire in Fez. a drouth in lieeee.
Is all the same to this wise man.
He is not prone like me or you
To sometimes make a thing a botch;
He always knows just what to do
He boosts the price another notch.

few-day- s

Another case in which the cardinal secretary of state,
lias been strved with summons is that, of Count Farran-ieriwho has brought suit for the restitution of a patrimony amounting to more than $H,tmit,imn. left to the late
popo by his grandfather, Horace, as a trust fund. This
case Is much more serious for the Vatican authorities, involving, as it does, a large amount of money, l'ius X..
however, will sustain the rights of the Holy See in the
highest, court, through the aid of the ablest lawyers, but
wiil not permit the cardinal secretary or any prelate connected with the Vatican administration to appear in court
cither as a witness or as a defendant.
In the meantime he has ordered that the strictest
economy be observe,! in all branches of the Vatican adThe contributions of the late pope to Roministration.
man Catholic institutions, such as schools, workmen's
clubs, poor churches and poverty stricken clergymen,
which amounted to nearly IM'io.eoo a year. 1'iux X. has entirely suppressed, saying that the money sent to the Vatican from all parts of the world is the gei 'ril property of
the church, ami is not to be expended for the exclusive
benefit of Roman or Italian charities and institutions, lie
has also withdrawn ail the subsidies granted in former
years to the seve ral organs of the Catholic press of Italy,
and the first of next month will see the end of many such
are not
publications, whose circulation and adveiti-insufficient to pay their running expenses without financial
assistance from the Vatican.
It Is the pope's Intention that hereafter all tin? students of the many colleges existing in Koine shall attend
for the theological and canonical courses the two largest
universities of the city, the Georgian, kept l,y the Jesuit
order, and the Koman Seminary. All other high schools
are to be abolished as unnecessary.'
pension iist cif the employes ot
The
of
the members of the papal milipalace
and
Vatican
the
tia, Pius X. has just found a way of reduc ing considerably
by the issuance of special provisions which will increase
the number of years of service, which entitles such employes or soldiers to a pension, and reduce the number of
offices from which sutli pensions are grauted.
The four bodies of militia constituting the papal army
in the Vatican have also been greatly reduced in numbers
within the past few months. This is especially so of the
noble guards, which formed the most expensive military
body the Vatican administration had to provide for.
Piux X. recently received the bill of a certain firm
of jewelers, who have supplied the Vatican for years with
gold episcopal crosses, which the pope generally presents
to the newly elected bishops and the insignia of the papal
orders which popes sometimes send to personages they
particularly wish to honor. The pope sent some of the
jewelry to a Rome establishment in order that Its intrin
sic value might be estimated. The assayers found that
the Vatican had been paying more than double the value
of the jewelry, and the furnisher was peremptorily sum
nioned to the Vatican. From his statement it was ellscov
ered that, while the charges made by his firm were only
fair, much of the money paid out of the Vatican fund
went In emoluments to the employes of the congregation,
which had charge of providing the articles in question. It
took only a few hours for Plus X. to abolish all rights to
such emoluments.
It has been calculated that the economies already Inaugurated by the present pope will save the Vatican more
than oOU,OuO a year, and that he will soon be in 'a position to meet the enormous diminution of the contributions
to the church from French sources.
g
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A NEW AND VALUABLE

NEW ENGLAND

INDUSTRY

One special leader In Solid Old English Oak,
made right and a good tone. Sale price

Slightly shop worn and rented Oxford Golden
Oak. Regular price $350, sale price

$217

0245

Telegram from Waterbury, Vt.

I.

Edwards, of this village, has succeeded in making a small patch of ground not much larger than a
kitchen garden, In fact yield him a return of $3, 000 In
hard cash within two years, and next summer he expects
to double the amount. The news has caused considerable
excitement here, where a good meadow farm which
is considered a
brines in $1,500 in a twelve-montA.

t

One Chickering Bros. Piano. (best make in the
World; case slightly damaged in shipping Santo
Domingo, Mahogany. Regular price $550, sale
price

0327

Mr. Edwards' patch Is not remarkable in the quality
of its soil or location. In truth, It could hardly be used to
successfully raise turnips, as it is too shady. It. :i ue
lies in the product, for It Is devoted to ginseng, from
which the Chinese extract a drug said to he a lvmuly for
many ills.
I'p to the present it has been considered Impossible
to cultivate ginseng, and Mr. Edward.' venture is being
watcheil with great interest by farmers, who see in the
propogatlon of the roots a new use for untillable laud and
.a new and quick road to wealth. The plant grows wild
in the thick woods, and at this season of the year fishermen and hunters keep a sharp eye out for it, as the roots,
when dried, w holesale at $'..! To in r pound. The price
increasing yearly, as ginseng grows scarcer, and New
York dealers say that in five years it will bring $13 per
pound.
Mr. Edwards had long hunted ginseng, and two years
ago concluded to try to raise It by a novel method. In
the summer he carried to a shady grove near bis house
several wagonloads of wood. and earth, and that fall transplanted a couple of dozen roots from tho locality in which
the plants were taken. He then left nature, to do the rest.

All

One Mahogany Cecilian, slightly shop worn,
used in our store about seven weeks. Regular
price $250, sale price

Q1SQ
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Small Instruments go
in this Special Sale

ALL

GOODS DELIVERED
FREE AS USUAL

Your Selection

for 50c

EBtttSSBBBBSSSS&SSSBSSBSSC:

LEARNARD

LIMDEMAMM

&

SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS
BUY A PIANO NOW

Established 1900

BUY A PIANO NOW

mmnammmummmmmmummmmKmammni

OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladde

City iWarket

your heart and warm your house
when Its cold. Fill your bins foe
next winter now and avoid the

The result was encouraging, for In the spring the plants
John W. Abbott, Prop.
grew and developed, and by fall he had a supply of precious seeds. These were planted last April, and now the
Only thm
bed Is ready to yield a small fortune, as fortunes go here.
In another month the cultivator will have several
Meats, Butter and Eggs
hundred seeds which wl.l be keut in a safe until spring,
when they will be planted in woodland soil highly en109 North Second St.
riched. As it is necessary to destroy an entire plant to
sell it, Mr. Edwards wanted to get a good start before he
disposed of any of his stock. This he; has now done and
declares that he Is In a way to become prosperous.
The patch is a good deal of care when the plants are
DKALER LN
reaching maturity, as they are worth more than any other
commodity grown hereabouts, and could he easily stolen
l
by nomadic herb hunters ami unscrupulous persons.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, sre
All Kinds of Fresh Msat
other residents are following Mr. Edwards' example,
and nvxt spring will see several beds planted.
No. S00 North Broadway.
Offer to supply you with anything In
'
World.
our line, at prices that are fair and
Corner Washington Arenue.
square, and we are now making
Albuquerque,
New Mszlee

rusta-LOO-

Bet

WOOD

Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Orera
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka White Lima.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 44

General Merchandise

We

Sev-eTa-

We Hereby Agree

New-Yor-

ft

SOME STORIES
AND

Special Prices
On the Folio wing

WISE

SOME OTHERWISE

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil
$8 China Tea Sets

J?

Stoves

To furnish you a better tooth powder than you ever used. Buy a 25
cent bottle of our ANTISEPTIC TOOTH POWDER and if you don't
find It the best dentifrice you ever used, if it doesn't please you perfectly, let us know and get your money back. No argument, no misunderstanding, no unpleasantness; your money back and no questions
asked if you are not suited.

"AMBULANCE"

MOVING THE SICK OR IN
JURED.
$9
Prompt Service Day or Night.
$6.75
W. STRONG'S SONS,
$6
25c Colo. Thone, 76
Automatic, 147.
at 20
FOR

H. H. BRSGGS & CO..
PROPS. ALVARADO

0.

Sauce for Goose and Gander.
40c China Salad Bowls
Chairman Shouts, of the Isthmian canal commission,
Decorated Haviland China,
was praising a foreign system of reeiuisitions.
per cent discount.
smiling,
"is
"The advantage of this system," he said
25c
75c Glass Berry Sets
that it works both ways. It Is like the marriage of the 35c Class
20c
Water Pitchers
pendthrift poet.
$1.25
$1.75
Lamps
Decorated
being
money,
good
but,
deal of
"This poet made a
$3.25
extravagant, he was always In debt. One August, at the $4.50 Decorated Lamp's
65c
seashore, he wooed, won and wedded a young woman of $1 Steam Cereal Cookers
40c Boarding Horses a Specialty
50c Steam Egg Poachers
;reat wealth. Thereafter times were better with him.
$10.50
"At breakfast, during the honeymoon, the bride said $12.50 Buggy Harness
o the poet tenderly:
"Does the fact that I have money, dearest, make any
llfference to you?'
" 'To be sure It does, my love,' the poet answered.
"She drooped a little perplexed, alarmed.
" "What difference?' she asked.
" 'Why,' said he, 'It Is such a comfort to know that if
I should die you'd be provided for.'
fTRONO BLOCK)
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
" "And if I should die?' said the bride.
"The first step Is to financially assure the enterprise
and the next is for the farmers and dairymen present and
'"Then," he returned, 'I'd be provided for.'" Cin
prospective to actually prepare for this great new busi- cinnati Enquirer.
If we don't do your
ness In this section. The price of milch cows will raise
also price of feed unless preparations are at once made Moving a Whole Town
HAULING
SUPERINT :NDENT8
for Increased acreage of good milk producing grams. A
we both lose money. We
to hearing of the bodily
us
has
America
accustomed
feed mill will be a necessity here also ami other require removal of houses, but it has been left for Kus.sia to
haul anything quickest and
FAIRVIEW AND SANTA BARments will needs be met to make the assurance doubly
best service In city. Excavatspectacle of a whole town of some 5,000 Inhabit.
BARA CEMETERIES
ing a speciality.
sure that capital will need to interest it to that extent mts the
changing
is the case
This,
however,
its
location.
that will make northern New Mexico the butterniak r of with l.t iisinsk, a town In the district of Semiretsche, in
Albuquerque Transfer Co.
the far west.
MONUMENTS.
Turan.
Auto phone 362 Colo, Blk 155
"Every paper In this northern section has taken u Russian
Twenty-twago
was founded on land
Geo. M. Baccus, Prop.
our cry and carried It on to tdill others and the ranchmen provided for the years
purpose by tho governor general of tho
Both 'Phones.
are discussing the ways and means to make less pustur province'. This land had, however,
formerly belonged to
good
gone
as
by productive of
North Second Street.
age than they had In years
ARE
AND
AUGUST
SEPTEMBER
Semiretsche horde of Cossacks, who strongly object
WORST MONTHS FOR CHICK- results from the milk cows as it was and if from beef cat 'he
ed to the transfer.
years the dispute has THE
For twenty-twEN CHOLERA.
INTERNATIONAL
tle shipping and feeding. C.et good dairy journals, there ontinned
now
Lepsinsk
and
at last the Inhabitants ef
POULTRY FOOD WILL CURE THAT
are plenty of them, and add to their ideas your own rich
IVES, THE FLORIST.
thirty-fivof a suitable site
Uile.'liieters to the DISEASE.
PACKAGE CONFresh Cut Flowers.
store of knowledge of your territory climatic anil crop hearing
12
re
100
present
quarters,
of
their
northwest
to
FOR
o
FOWLS.
have
decided
TAINS
FEEDS
conditions and blend these together, evolving plans for
E.
IT
FAILS.
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
COMING.
IF
PRICE
in
REFUNDED
body,
as
a
taking
possessions
thither
and
:i'ov.e
their
the future that shall put to the front every mOi ambit
SUN. SEPTEMBER 23.
W4 FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND ST.
much of their habitations as possible; along with them.
iouB to succeed in this new industry.
Weekly.
T.
I'.'s
plans
"lbgin to experiment with needs and different
of care of milch cows so that you may be ab.e to make a
WHOLESALE LIQUOR AND CIGAR
self sustaining butter factory in Raton a pattern that A Mere Matter of Size.
DEALERS
She was corpulent and on her way to Chicago from
shall be copied all over the great grass lands of NewMexico. Tills product needs the help of every resident New York, and was traveling with her two children, aged
Exclusive Atrenta for Yellowstooi
of Colfax county and this paper Is yours to use in the respectively H and 1 years. As far as Buffalo she had not
A
been asked to pay for the children, but at this point, the and O. F. C. Whiskies, Meet & Chanilon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis
promotion and completion of a creamery for Raton."
M. C. Bohemian and Jos.
Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners ani
Altiiniuerq'ie could well support a first class cream train crew changed and the new conductor, a gruff, surly distributors
of the Alvarado Whiskey. Write lor our illustrated catalogue anr
ery of moderate size, say of about 4U0 cow capacity; am looking individual, looked askance at the children au price
.
Automatic Telephone It9. Salesroom 111 South First Street
d for their tickets.
apparently it would be a paying investment for any wh
Hut)terijue New Mexico.
"Why, I have none," said the mother.
understands the business.
"How old are they?" snapped the man in blue.
Judging by the number of newspapers in existenc
"The girl is three and the- - boy is four, sir."
'They look pretty big for that," was the gruff re
and recently started in southeastern New- Mexico, says
We are now open for business, with
the New Mexican, that section of the territory is lucreas joinder.
a new and second-hanline of furnilng in population and In business more than any other
Wi ll," said she of the avoirdupois, "if you're callect-iiiture,
114 South Fourth street, In
at
t
tick-now
ge't
published
you'd
are
f
size,
another
in
according
to
There
Chaves county alone oiu
better
ires
the Gleckler building.
r r me."
daily ami three weekly papers. J'ddy county conies t
Needless to say she'did n it pay for the childre n
IRVAN A. HAYGOOD.
the front with tlx weekly papers and Roosevelt county
Chicago Record He raid.
is on hand with five weeklies.

At a meeting of the Citizens' Protective association
on Wednesday evening the prospect of a creamery for Raton was taken up and fully discussed. Those present
were unanimous in favor of a creamery and It was developed that enough money will be pledged by the Mesa farmers and the residents of Raton and vicinity to insure
tho safety of the promotion.
In advocating this important movement the Raton
Range says: "Our first Impression of New Mexico after
leaving creamery Kansas was to feci a large sized wonder that the enterprising westerners had not turned their
attention butterward long ago, and the Impression that a
real need existed for dairy and creamery Interests here
was so strong upon us that we could not wait to make the
acquaintance of the public before asking you about 'your
desires in the matter, but a loud and significant 'yes' was
your reply and we are glad to know your years of experience accorded with our hasty conclusions of this
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mnd COLD AVK.

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish i

Highland Livery

We give on

laundry

our

durable it Is.

work?

Try it and

Notice how long it keeps

We turn out linen, white as snow

o. w.

j

PHARMACY

fat

BOTH RHONE

O. DINSDALE

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

K

American Block coal, the best Gallup
mined. Cerrllloa Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard eoJ

M. DRAGOIB

3S

cf all Sheet

Muslc---Thre- e

and

see

how

its finish.

free from all

specks or wrinkles.

STRONG'S SONS

Imperial Laundry Co.
"RED WAGONS"

i

UNDERTAKERS

THE PEOPLE TRADE WITH

ROSBNFIBL'D
tin;
I

pro-vid-

PA MX

I

Becaua

iti

KOK'KK

Hm

Is

i
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The Man You Can Trust

201-21-

Bargains

In

unredev mod diamonds.
The largest
talilishment in the southwest

pawnbroker's

es- -
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e

Mini

g

& Eakin

Furniture
Bargains.
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11B RAILROAD AVENUE

Next to St. Elmo
........ ........ ........ ........ ......

t

Large new stock just in.
Hyi

''(i

"v'

;

J

Everybody welcome to look through
our large three-floo- r
repository.

v

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our
high-grad- e

...VEHICLES

AND

HARNESS

PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.

J. KORBER &

CO
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S0N0RA RAILWAY TO

STEEL1 FOR TROLLEY

EXTENSION ARRIVES

BUILD EXTENSION
J.

IS BOUND FOR CHI- THREE CAR LOADS OF RAILS AND
SIX CAR LOADS OF OTHER MACAGO TO BURY BROTHER. WHO
IT
TERIAL BEING UNLOADED
WAS KILLED IN LAKE SHORE
MEANS A LINE TO THE PEREA
AN A. R. U.
WAS
WRECK
ADDITION.
STRIKE BREAKER.
A. NAUGLE

r
Naugle, assistant jtonrrat
of the Sonora i all way, which extends from Nogalen, Ari,., to Guay-man- ,
Mexico,
was in the city this
morning between trains while en
route to Chicago. Mr. N'anele traveled
In a Soul hern Pacific private car. and
was on his way to Chicago to attend
the interment of a brother, K. E. Naugle, who was ono of the victims of
the Lake Shore weck, which occurred at Mentor, Ohio, in July.
Mr. Naugle said that the Sonora
company recently secured a concession from the Mexican government to
build Limit miles of road from Gnny-ma- s
to Guadalajara, Mexico. The new
road will extend along the Pacific
coast and will open up a fine country, rich in mining, grazing, lumber,
and ol fertilo soil, well adapted to
agricultural pursuits.
This was not Mr. Naugle's first visit
to Albuquerque. He may be remembered by snmn of the oldest railroad
employes as one of the conductors
who ran a train into the Puke City
during the A. It. U. stiike in 1S)4.

J.

A.

man-SKe-

Theie stands In the Santa Fe railway yards in this city, three car loads
, six car loads of ties and other
of ft
material consigned to the Albuquerque Traction company. The company
has a force of men engaged in unloading the material.
Although Colonel W, H. Greer, president of the Traction company, Is absent from the city, it is well known
that the material Just received Is
probably for the Twelfth street extension, surveys for which have already
been made. Actual construction
on
this extension has been delayed because it was Impossible to secure the
necessary steel from the mills.
Now that the steel and other material is on the ground, there will
probably be little if any, delay, in commencing woik at once on Uie line that
will tap the I'erea addition, which Is
already assuming proportions t tin t bid
fair to make it one of the swell resident districts of the city.
The material just received is enough
for a
extension, therefore, indications are that the Traction company Is about to make improvements
that will astonish the people, to say
the least.

WANT ADS
prr fcnrd lor Earh Jnstrtivi
To itipnr,' proper rtsiftrAtinn AU for
thin mliinin niuHtbin throttle lxfor
3 o'clock p.m. Atl phoned rtreiv th
Miotp rHrrfiil intention that is Riven to
A"if liroutrht to the office.
One Cint

WANTED.
WANTED Three painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED At once, a night miller and
nlcht engineer; both must bo reliable, capable and sober. Wages, $2.60
per day. The .lohn Backer company, Belen, N. M.
Carpenters. Apply John
WANTED
Hart, 524 South First street.
WANTED Dining room glil, at Rob-

erts restaurant.

WANTED Salesman, speaking both
English and Spanish for country
general merchandise store.
State
Falary expected and referenda. Address B. W., care of this office.
WANTED Man and wife to do general housework and chorlng at place
out of the city; wages, $30; no
children. Address A. J. Frank,
N. M.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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IM Golden

Store Cloaet 12:30 to 2:30 during

Rule Dry Goods

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

August,

0
0
0
0
0
0
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0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Store Closes 12:30 to 2:30 during
August.

Week
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and Odds and Ends of Our Great Temptation Sale

WANTED 1,000 people to see the
"Old Maid's Convention" at Colombo
hall September 1.
WANTED Solicitor and canvasser.
Salary and Commission. Apply C
D, care of Citizen office.
WANTED Room and board for man
HUNG TWO BY FOUR
and wife; must be a well ventilated
and sunny room. Address J. P. J.,
OYER HIS HEAD
Citizen office. State price and loARRESTED FOR FAILURE
cation.
JAMES RYAN IS ARRESTED ON
TO SECUKE PERMIT WANTED Salesman, good man to
cover New Mexico vacancy SeptemCOMPLAINT OF ONE OF HIS EMber 1; contract for this year and
PLOYES. WHO SAYS HE USED BUILDING INSPECTOR WHITCOMB
next If sales are satisfactory; comUNDUE FORCE WITH HIM.
OUT
A
SWEARS
WARRANT
missions and $33 weekly advance
AGAINS B. CATALINA FOR VIOfor expenses. J. . Clarke Co., 536
A man by the name of Stone, who Is
LATION
OF
CITY
ORDINANCE.
to 548 Euclid avenue, Cleveland,
employed at the brickyard of .lames
Ohio.
Hyan, at the corner of New York aveIn making his rounds yesterday, WANTED
Energetic, trustworthy
nue and Fourteenth street, yesterday
man or woman to work In New Mexgot into a difficulty with his employer. Building Inspector Whiicomb discovH.
1021
Catalina,
North
ico,
ered
that
of
representing
large manufacturIn which he got the worst of it. Then
street, had dug a hole for a cess
ing company. Salary $40 to $90 per
to get even, Stone had Uyan arrested, First
month, paid weekly; expenses adcharging him with striking him over pool at the rear of his premises, without first having secured a permit from
vanced. Address with stamp, J. H.
the head with a piece of scantling.
Moore, Albuquerque, N. M.
liyan was arraigned in iHilice point the building inspector, as is provided
WANTED
Gentlemen a second-hanthis morning and fined $10 for assault by ordinance.
Mr. Catalina was
arrested today,
clothing. No. 616 South First street,
and battery upon the person of Stone.
Through his attorney, A. J, Mitchell, and will be given a hearing Monday
south of viaduct. Send address and
It was probably through
Hyan gave notice that he would ap- morning.
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Ignorance
of
the
the
of
existence
peal the case to the district court.
such an ordinance, that It was vioMALE HELP WANTED.
lated, and the matter will probably
I.e adjusted, without much troublu.
WANTED Reliable man, each locality, as assistant manater for
wholesale house. Salary $20 and
expenses, paid weekly; expense
money advanced. Position perma- neiu. Auuress, .Manager, Hi j.aKe
street, Chicago.
St. John's
Episcopal Church No
STOCK
MONEY
WOOL
METAL
Learn telegraphy and railroad
for a moment What would be the use
parly morning celebration.
Sunday
$50 to $100 a month salary
of inviting you to our store if we did
school at l'i a. in. Morning service at
COSTS
US
BUT
THAN
MORE
OTHERS
not have the right
assured our graduates
under bond.
11 a. in. No evening Services. A. G.
Our six schools the largest iu AmerHarrison, Hector.
WE DON'T RAISE THE PRICE TO YOU
Closing quotations Received by Levy ica and endorsed by all railroads.
Bios., Correspondents for Logan
Write for catalogue. Morse School of
Presbyterian Church Services
at
& Bryan.
Barnett Building.
Telegraphy, Cincinnati, Ohio; Buffalo,
Elks' opera house. Preaching at 11
N. Y.; Atlanta, Ga.; I,a Crosse, Wis.;
We sell Mentor Underwear because
o'clock a. in. and S p. m., conducted
Copper
S7r'S Texarkana, Texas, and San Francisco,
we know it will please our customers
by Rev. II. I
Hose.
Christian En- Amalgamated
Cal.
145
deavor at 7:15 p. m. Sabbath school American Sugar
more than any other kind, and that
Atchison, common
iuit',
'
i
at it: 45 a. m.
FOR RENT.
pays us best in the end.
Atchison, pfd
ltM'i
one visit under such circumstance
."
The manufacturers of Mentor stand
113r'H FOR RENT Nice
Christian Church Meets in the Baltimore & Ohio
office
in
front
would be enough. But we want you
71
Commercial club building. Sunday B. ooklyn Rapid Transit
Ci 0111 well
you
our
of
garments
B.
on
every
back
to
block. Apply to
A.
as a constant caller, so we make sure
40
school tomorrow at in a. m. Sermon Colorado Find & Iron
Sleyster.
garment, for fit no shrinking even
to have
445
at 11 a. m. on "An Analysis of the Colorado Southern, second
FOR RENT Ono nicely furnished
when boiled; for comfort soft, warm,
Hible Idea of Sacrifice. Evening ser- Chicago, Great Western, coin... 22H
room. 214 South Walter street.
C. & 0
yarn; for health bemon, "Hearing the Cross."
5liVi FOR RENT Four room house, 215
Krie, common
51
cause it readily absorbs the body's
Atlantic avenue. Apply at 820 South
84 Vh
Baptist Church Union services of Erie, first
Third street.
perspiration, and keeps you warm.
15U',8 FOR RENT
Baptist Louisville & Xasuvllle
the Congregational
and
Nicely furnished rooms;
We would like you to try Mentor
Preaching by Pastor Mc- Missouri Pacific
churches.
lort's
modern conveniences.
Apply 820
'
132VS
Neil, at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m. Young Metropolitan
Garments.
South Third street.
Peoples' meeting at 7 p. m. Sunday Mexican Central
24
FOR RENT Two
We will take them back if they are
large rooms for
J 54
school at each church at 10 o'clock New York Central
light housekeeping,
with
electric
that you can find no fault with
not
right.
a. m. This Is the last Sabbath of the Norfolk
861,4
light. Also two cheaper rooms for
prices you cannot criticise.
Heading,
common
union meetings.
121
light housekeeping, $5 each. Mrs.
Pennsylvania
14iiV.
E. Rutherford, same block with
IL
Made in Union and
Highland Methodist Church J. M. Hock Island, common
34i Congregational church.
Sollle, pastor. Preaching at 11 a. m. Republic Iron & Steel, common.. 22
Two-Piece
RENT
FOR
to
From
five nicely
one
Suits for
S!)
and 8 p. m. Text, "Ho Ye Therefore Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
furnished rooms for light house305 Railroad Awnae
Perfect. Even as Your Father Which Southern Pacific
(1711
keeping; also ranch of ten or thirty
the
St.
Paul
is in Heaven is Perfect."
Matt. 5:48.
S2U
acres, with four-roohouse, furAs so much has been said about "per- Southern Railway
35
nished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
Tennessee
fection," the pastor will preach a
Coal & Iron
91
E. K. Nonis, 524 John street.
S
zc,
se.les of four sermons from the text. Texas Pacific
FOR RENT Large, airy rooms, for
Union
Sunday school at 7:45 a. m. Senior
Pacific, common
130
housekeeping, corner of Sixth street
League at 7 p. m. The public cor- V. S. S., common
3734
SOUTHWESTERN
ELECTRIC &
CONSTRUCTION CO.
and Railroad avenue.
S. S., pfd
1
dially iuvited. Strangers welcome.
10514 FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
KA1LROA1) AVKNUK
WKST
Wabash, pld
43
very desireable for party of young
Wisconsin Central, common .... 20
men. 713 West C.r.nnpr
tPWORTH LEAGUE TO GIVE
Wisconsin Central, pfd
FOR RENT Most
desirable rooms
"OLD MAIDS' CONVENTION" O. & W
5,iVi
in city, single or ensuite, with table
Greene Copper
2C',2
board. 713 West Copper.
UNIQUE ENTERTAINMENT UNDER
Chicann Live fitnrlr
JiJLALE'
DIRECTION OF PROF. CRUM, AT
CTiicago, Aug. 2i!. Cattle Receipts, FOR
SALE
year old saddle
COLOMBO HALL SEPTEMBER 1. 500;
Four
market steady; good to prime
pony; drive single or double; also
Of Every Description
steers,
?5.5fi.55; poor to medium, saddle and bridle. Apply 1120 South
A unique entertainment, under the $41)
5.23; Blockers and feeders, $2.25
Arno
title of "An Old Maids' Convention,' Si 4.4U;
street.
cows. $l"T(4.5o; heifers, $2.2off FOR
Agents for the
will be given at Colombo hall on the
SALE Show cases, tables suitbulls. $2,211 fj 4; canners, $1.25 ffl
evening of September 1 bv the En- - 4.75;
able
for
counters, counter scales,
$3-2.40; calves,
Dynamos and Motors
7.50;
Texas fed
and one large coffee mill; all In
worth League of the Highland Meth- steers, $3.2504.50;
western steers
good condition.
odist church. The play will be under $3.75(55.25.
The Globe Store,
21G West Railroad avenue
the direction of Prof. J. H. Crum, of Sheep Receipts. 3.000;
Store and Residence Wirnu
market was
ing a Specialty. All Work
me university.
good to choice wethers. $5.25 FOR SALE Singer sewing machine,
steady;
The cast will embrace about twenty-fiv- e (fta.bii; fair to
Fully Guaranteed.
almost
new,
$10.
Inquire
718
Kent
choice
mixed, $4.50(?i)
young women, who will be select- 5; western
ave.
sheep,
$5(5
5.75; western FOR SALE New
ed and trained by Prof. Crum. The lambs, $ti. 25(g7.55.
furniture, at priAgents for the Celebrated
past efforts of Mr. Crum have been
vate sale; 8 to 10 a. m. tomorrow.
well received by the people of AlbuHigh
South
street,
"GYROFANS"
two
doois
north
Kansas
City
Live Stock.
querque and there is no question but
of Coal.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 26. Cattle-Rece- ipts.
them in European
See
that the coming entertainment will be
FOR
SALE
$300 cash. 416
200:
niarkf
Hotel Kestuuraut
i,,.fco,i . West TIJerasPiano,
highly successful.
avenue.
steers,
$404.75:
southern FOR SALE Two
The play is in the nature of a com- native
fine residence lots.
$2.65 6; southern cows, $1.75
edy and will be brim full of laughable steers,
close in. Address, P. O. Box 11,
3; native cows and heifers, fl.75(f?
MEMBER
effects.
city.
5.25; stockers and feeders, $2.254-bulls- .
We trivw Tickets tor the Piano Contest
Tickets for the attraction ore on
ELECTRICAL
NATIONAL
FOR
SALE
Saddle pony.
J2(fl 4 1KInquire
sale at Matson's.
115 South Sixth street.
cows, $1.75(53.25. '"W"'""!
CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION
21G
SALE Two snaps In real estate.
oneeu- itece nts. Knn- mg,ui
...... v. v w. aa FOR
P:oposals for Building Materials, steadv:
Lot 3, in Block 29, of Hunlng's
c,,.
if.
mutton?
kd?t
etc. U. S. Indian School, Santa Fe, I. 75(fi 7.26; range
Highland addition, $400.00. Lots 7.
wethers. I4.50W
N. M., August l'J, 1905. Sealed pro- a.
8 and 9, corner of Hill street and
.5;
tXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXIXIXXXXXXXXIiXXA"
fed
ewes,
$3.90(54.65.
posals, Indorsed "Proposals for BuildCopper avenue. Brownwell & Lail's
ing Materials, Etc.," and addressed to
addition. This Is one of the finest
Closing Stock Quotations.
the undersigned at Santa Fe, N. M.,
building sites In that part of the
New York. Aug. 26. Closing prices:
B
will be received at the Indian School
city, and if sold quick can be had
v.,,.,
Atchison.
9011:
t.frl
lfii.i;
until 2 o'clock p. m. of September 13,
THE
Sold
by
ALBUQUERQUE
CARRIAGE CO,, Albuquerque, N, M
for $800.00.
M. P. STA MM.
iyJ5, for furnishing and delivering at Lvmr.n, mi; Pennsylvania,
;
67
Union Pacific,
the school as required during the fis- 13634; pfd.,Pacific,
LOST.
98; u. s. steel, 378; pfd.,
cal year ending June 3', 19t5, about
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEM
Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.
"A
31,oipu feet of lumber, 550 posts, ZM Ii'S'h.
srrawberry roan mare, white face,
bushels lime, 2.2U0 pounds kalsomlne.
St. Loui Wool.
four white feet, mane clipped short,
5 bairela
cement, 43,500 brick, 20
Sr. Louis, .Mo., Aug. 26. Wool mar-ki- t
long tail; $.'0 reward and no quesDo you realize that you can get
Two
boxes tin, 20 bushels hair, etc., as
of
steady: territory and western metions asked, if returned to J. W.
per list and specifications obtainable diums. 26fj.'iuc; fine
,
22ft
medium
MODERN
McQuade,
234
Telephone Service today for
North
is
Walter
street.
at the school. Bidders will state in
17ft Se.
their bii'.s the proposed price of each
what you are paying for Inferior
SDent in
Economist af, page six. savs:
article to be offered under contract.
Money Market.
Sal.' of Blankets and Comforts and
All articles so offered will be subject
is
service.
New York. Aug. 26. Money on call, first showing of Fall Stvle
to rigid inspection. The right is re- nominal; prime mercantile paper,
3
4tr
be
served to reject any and all bids, or iVs per cent. Bar silver, 61 'js.
Come in find RPa lid nnrl Kn mn- The only Long Distance Transany part of any bid. if deemed for th
vinced that Zeiger's Cafe is the place
time
mitters and Receivers; Wall or
Meet me at the White Elephant Sat- to pet a cold bottle and free Saturday
best interests of the service. Each
bid must be accompanied by a certi- urday night and get In on the good tight lunch.
appliDesk Sets; Long time contracts as
fied check or draft upon some United co d beer and the free lunch.
o
Cold
you
Ave.
wish; Lowest rates.
Chicken and inn cream uie an. iui
States depository or solvent national
of the leading things on the Sunday
bank, made payable to the order of the
r bill tomorrow at the Colum-commissioner of Indian affairs, for at
It is no small comfort to iiinm
rTTTTTTTrTTTTTTTrTTTTXrTTXTrTTTXXTTXXTTXXTXXXXXXXrT
bus tun el.
least 5 per cent of the amount of the
.
o
p:oposal, which check or draft will be have Schilling's
-KTim-n
Best on ca!l Everybody says so. What? That
lorieued to the United States in case
Zeiger
up
the
puts
Cafe
Satthe
best
any bidder or bidders receiving an at your grocer's :
a pity one urday night lunch In town.
award should fail to execute promptly
a satistactory contract in accordance can't et everything such and
The Columbus hotel will serve a
with bis bid; otherwise, to be return-ichicken dinner tomorrow, with nut
to the bidder. Bids accompanied by sol
cream pie for des-:t- .
cash in lieu of certified check will not
Wednesday, August 30, J 905
o
be considered. For lu:ther Information!
apply to C. J. Cruiidall, Superintend
VILL APPEAR IN CONCERT AT
On your way home Saturday night,
But nothing can eclipse the proposition the gas company it making
cut.
drop into the White Elephant, have a
on gas ranges. Think of it. From the main
your
to
kitchen,
the
cool buttle, some of our free lunch,
range is set up and ready fcr use. You buy the range, we do the
10 I
I bZ
A fine chick n
I I () I T
dinner, w ith nut and go home happy.
rest.
pie
(ream
is what the Columbus hotel will serve tomorrow. The best
Eiist hnw!n of tho new ideas in
dinner In the city for twenty-fivwomen's wearing apparel for fall and
SEE THE GAS MAN- - - Fourth and Gold Avenue
cents.
winter, at The Economist tbis week.
two-mil-
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SEE OUR REMNANT COUNTER
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MEN OR 1P1 Stop and Think
Comfort Underwear

CHURCHES

THE

MARKETS

iwIrM

Floor Coverings

Mm

g

Carpets and Rugs

Albeit Faber,

Whole Family

'.

THE GLOBE STORE

Electrical

59-1-

Pumping

Plants

Crocker-Wheel-

S. SECOND ST.

-

.

THE BIBLE WAGON

v,

The Colorado Telephone Company.

FN

:

Poor Woman

25e-hue-

thirds

her lime

the
kitchen, and she
entitled to as much
comfort and relief as can secured through
moaern
See the Gas Man
saving
Fourth and
ances

l

j

1

d

Look Out for the Eclipse

BRUNO DIECKMANN

VIOLINIST
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White Bed Spreads
AT

(2)

at

Spreads

Crochet

Hemmed and Fringed at

If faff

Worth $1.00

that

AUG. 26, 1905.

Albuquerque's Biggest, Brightest and Busiest Store

YOU OUGHT TO SEE THESE BY
ALL MEANS

and

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS
THIS SALE

Bargains

W

Blankets

in

of new, fresh and clean Blankets are placed on sale
of like quality. The
values are certainly tempting, and by coming here you will see your
way clear of supplying all your needs In that direction at a smart
saving of both time and money.
of pair

Hundred

at the most popular prices ever known for goods

We carry In stock Wool Blankets running up to $15.00 a pair. Better goods
than we are offering for the money

cannot be found elsewhere.

Blankets Soft as
down, In various color combinations; good size; special, a pair,
$1.00 and $1.48.
Fancy

Soft Cotton Blankets In White,
Grey and Tan; fancy colored borders; worth 85c pair; special, 65c.

Other Splendid
Blankets, at,
Blankets, at,
Blankets, at,

a
a
a

7J
1 )

pair
pair
pair

Robe

UcAuog
r

:t.

::

.

a

Arc;
pa

1

75

300

100
,

51-5-

1-2-

$1.75

1-5-

$2.00

1-7-

$4.50
$5.00
.6--

ue's

4

New Swagger Long Coat SuttsaLSJ 4
Sale of New Fall Suits,
INTRODUCTORY
A Coats,
Skirts and Waists, and final clearance prices on all SUMMER APPAREL.

So we are

The Great - Sale of Bed Clothes
TIIH OTJIKU
The First Showing of Autumn Styles

length coat;
most excellently tailored throughout;
newest
materials;
$20.00
value elsewhere. Here at
Tight-fitting- ,

The Sale of Bedding includes Blankets, Comfortables and Cotton Bed
Spreads. The First Display of Autumn Styles will introduce to you the
Correct Ideas in Women's Suits, Skirts and Waists. This week's showing
will give you a comprehensive idea of the styles that will be most favored
for the antumn and winter season. Step in any day this week, it will
afford us great pleasure to show you the new arrivals.

I7.50, 2250, 2500,
Rich,

hand-mad-

e

newest
I

out

j .50,

In

at

black, blue, brown,

2po,

35 .00

Silk 6hlrt Waists, In black, white, and light
fine specimens of the tailors' art, at

12.50, 15.00, 17.50,

blue-t-

he

25'00

20-00- .

Clearance of White Wash Suits
Wash Suits, with the new long
coats; also one with a short coat;
$6.00 values at

Comfort Specials

Clearance of Cotton Skirts

B3c

Walking Skirts of black pique,
black duck and grass linen; but a
few left; $2.50 values at

line of Comforts is unusally strong;. The assortment is quite complete and the prices have
during the Sale. Cold nights
a trimming: that will make them move at a double-quic- k
will soon be here. So you had better prepare. To spend your money in the dry goods store is
preferable to paying it out on drugs and doctor bills. Good values throughout the entire itock.
Comforts at ......2-3Comforts at
at
G OO
Comforts at
75 Comforts
Comforts at
Comforts at
Comforts at
1
IS
2
05
7 00
Comforts at
1 UU Comforts at
at
Comforts
....
Comforts
at
IS
OO
3
.SS
lO
Comforts
at
Comforts
12-0Comforts at
at
OO
Comforts at
5 00
2

OUR

2 50
2 05
3 50
3 95
4 45

58-nc- h

Several other styles of these very modish suits,
green and fancy mixtures; reasonably
priced,

ro

52.50

89

$1.00

store-Albuauera-

4-4-

ed Spreads215

90c

Most Pomilar Store.
this
placing two irons in the fire. One is

.ISO

tiiankets, at, a pa.r
Blankets, at, a pair

1115

at it steadily. The winding up of the month of August
and with it the summer season must be made a busy one in

'E ARE

Gmi ft rf

Clearance of Walking Skirts
Made of Sicilians, In green and
brown; also some in light mixtures; regular price $7.50; at
Lawn Kimonos, at
Lawn Wrappers,

1-2-

OKr

at.

.G9

50
4)

Wash Petticoats, at
Calico Wrappers, at

iii.- -

EVENING CITIZEN
Published Daily

nd Weekly.

Br the Citizen Publishing Company.
Entered at postoffice lor transmis-

sion through

as

malls

the

class matter.

second

v

Un7oIabel
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
B ERNALILL 0C 0 U NT Y
Associated Frens AHfn,.m Miip,itches.
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Subscribers will confer a favor by
notifying us Immediately 011 any nondelivery of the paper.

for the Albuquerque Territorial Fair,
was in the city Wednesday and left
traces of his handiwork on every available telephone anil electric light
pole in the down town district, where
he confined most of his effort in tho
bill posting line. Scott has been at
this business for a number of years
and he says the fair this year will undoubtedly be the best ever held.
Scott says, W. H. Greer, president of
of the fair association, is at present
in Portland securing attractions for
Albuquerque, and he wouldn't be surprised to see the doughty colonel return to the Duke City with the entire
Portland fair under his arm. The
Mesilla valley wld be represented by
a car of the finest fruits and other
products of that far famed district.
Tlie live stock show will be one of the
best features of the fair, and to anyone interested In blooded live stock
this feature will well be worth coming hundreds of miles to see as there
stock
will be on exhibit pedigreed
from Kansas, Colorado, Tv:as, Missouri and New Mexico, and much of
this stock will be on sale pfter the
fair. The horse racing and base ball
tournament of course, will be the
standard attractions and will draw
thousands of people from all over the
territory. The fair will be held September 18th to 23rd inclusive, and the
round trip rate from Silver City will
be $8.35.

r

COMING

rr

The Best Hot Weather Medicine

August 27 Territorial fair excursion to Santa Fe, accompanied by ball
team and brass band.
Aucust 31 "York State Folk"
September 1 "Old Maid's Convention," at Colombo hall.
September 5 School begins, the
day after Labor day.
September 8 The Bruno Dleckman
concert.
September 18 to 23 Twenty-fiftTerritorial Fair.

SALE TEN MILLION BOXES A YEAR

CANDY
10c.

hi

CATHARTIC;5s

25c, 50c

PREVENT

ALL SUMMER

cOL

TRO'JSLUS

THE SULTAN OF SULU
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I'NCI.K SAM S OMENTAL. VASSAL, HODJE MOHAMAD JAMALUL
K1VAM, WHO I'KOfOSEI) MA KM At IE TO ALICE KOOSEVEET.

houses, 1 man to wash wagons
teamsters, logmen, swampers, labor
HONDO ARTIFICIAL STONE
ers, etc.
FOR ROSWELL CHURCH
FIFTEEN
First-clas- s
carpentersship to Call
Work has been commenced upon
fornia.
tho construction of the new Methodist
TWENTY
The
ship east Episcopal church at Koswcll.
Mexicans railroad work
building will be of stone manufactured by the Hondo Stone Manufacturing
The Southwestern Employmen company. It will cost $ I .uno and will
be &rXo4 feet in dimensions. There
AGENCY
will be a main auditorium and a class
room
Phone 195 Red Upstair.
110 South Second street
Soothing and Cooling.
The salve that heals without a scar
See the ney long coat suits nr
women, at The Economist this week is De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. No
remedy effects such speedy relief. It
COMING,
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT draws out
inflammation, soothes,
cools and heals all cuts, burns and
SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.
A
sure cure for plies and
bruises.
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a skin diseases. DeWitt's Is the only
gas range.
genuine Witch Hazel Salve. Ueware
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN of counterfeits, they are dangerous.
Sold by all druggists.
SEPTEMBER 23.
cook

MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
SEPTEMBER 23.

SUN

i
"

Leave Albuquerque

7:00

A. M.t

Arrive Santa Fe ll:00

Ret. Leave Santa Fe 7:30 P. M., Arrive Albuquerque

ATTRACTIONS

WANTED

I)on't wait for an explosion
gas the humane way.

f

Sunday, August 27
I0-.3- 0

A. M.

P. M.

September 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23

Wonder why people worry this hot
weather, when they should place
their troubles with us. We secure positions as well as find positions.
WANTED.
We are still doing business at the
same number. We want your busl
ness and guarantee to give satisfac
tion. Give us a trial.

with

Round Trip

25th Teflffitoffial Fate

(In-ta-

-f

if

$222
Round Tt ip

f

NEW MEXICO

heir-bxim-

WE WANT AT ONCE
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 second
cook, 3 girls for housework, 1 cham
bermaid, 2 men to take charge of

fif

ALBUQUERQUE CITY AND
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
On sale at Hawley's Book Store
and O. A. Matson & Company's,
202 West Railioad avtfiue.

e

The weekly newspapers throughout
the territory this week devote considerable space to the coming New .Mexico Territorial fair, because of limited space It is impossible to uuote all
,,r tlie articles. but below will be
found a fair sample:
The Demlng Headlight tells of
Scott Knight's trip as follows:
Tuesday the Headlight sanctum
invaded by Scott
was pleasantly
Knight, of Albuquerque, who wan oil
bis annual visit to the southwestern
portion of the territory. Scott never
comes down but once a year and he is
sure to come that once, the annual occasion being the yearly decoration
of every telegraph and telephone pole,
sign, and awning post, from Albuquerque south to the Mexican border, with
banners and posters varicolored in design, that are well calculated to advertise the great territorial fair of New
Mexico, held annually at Albuquerque.
All newspaper manipulators are always pleased to see Scott's handsome
countenance darken their doors, as
Jliey are then sure of getting the best
ami most reliable Information regarding what will and what will not be
found at the next fair.
In conversation wi'h Mr. Knight we
were informed 'hat a greater sum, by
tar, than ever lc:ore is being intelligently s)r!it this jiar to make the
and that nothing is betair a succ--ing advert i.i'i t he big list of attractions that will not be found there during the fair.
Silver City Also Boosting.
The Silver ity Knterprisu is also
lioo'inu the lair, as Will be Si en by
the fo. lowing:
Scott Knight, the veteran booster

$2

Take Kodol After Eating.
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure will prevent an attack
of Indigestion. Kodol Is a thorough
dlgestant and a guaranteed cure for
Indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on the
stomach, weak heart, sour risings, bad
breath and all stomach troubles. Sold
by ail druggists.

All letters and temlttanoes should
be addressed to The Citizen Publish"York State Folks."
ing Company. Drafts, checks and
All the furnishings of the Interior
and express money must
In "York
State Folks," that
be made payable to the order of the scenes
beautiful rural drama which made
company.
such a decided impression upon theatre-OUR TELEPHONES.
when presented here last
Bell, 15 goers
Automatic, 183
season, Including furniture, carpets,
ornaments, etc., were secured In the
village In central New York where the
NEW MEXICO PAPER
author has laid the scenes of the play.
s
The lot Includes some old family
which are only loaned for this
BOOMING THE FAIR production
upon the giving of security
for their safe return. This insistence
by the playwright upon realistic
to the smallest matter of
Many of Them Devote Much stag down
Betting is said to be desponsi- ble in a geat measure for the won
Space to Big Annual
derful naturally atmosphere which
surrounds the play. The company,
Event.
which will be seen here next Thursday evening at the Elks' opera house
is the original and the same which
SOMETHING ABOUT KNIGHT'S TRIP presented the play here last season.
post-offic-

EVENTS

TEACHERS ENTERTAINED AT
ROSWELL COMMERCIAL CLUB
The
Koswcll
Commercial Club
rooms were turned over to the teach
ers who are in the city attending the
Chaves county institute, Tuesday evening, and a reception was held. Music was huni.slieil by a Koswell
i

Grand Stock Show
Broncho Busting
Horse Racing
Wierd Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade
Baseball Tournament
Motor Cycle Races
Grand Street Parades
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball

ASSURED
Spanish Bailes Every Evening
U. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibit
Confetti Battles
Marchicg Bands
Cow Boys' Relay Races
Local Horse Show of Expert
Riding and Driving
Pyrotechnic Display, Nightly,
Two Tons of Red Fire

Free Street Entertainments
Every Evening from 8 to
11 O'clock

a.

Bent Her Double.
"I knew no one for four weeks, when
I wuk ni''!'
'i n typhoid fever and kidney troulile," writes Mrs. Annie Hunter,
of I'lttvliui K,
"and when 1 got bet
ter, uulioiiKh 1 had one of the best doctors 1 ciiiiiit get, 1 urn bent doulile, and
had to ri't my bundii on my knees
win' ri 1 walked. Prom this terrible
waa rescued by f'.lectrle
my health and
whit'h restored
Htrenirth, and now I
tan walk as
atniiKln uk ever. They are simply wonderful." C'larunteed ti "ure stomach,.
liver and kidney disorders; at all
l itre 6oc.
.
o
1

bit-ter-

Excursions from All Points at Greatly Reduced Rates

Get on the Trail that Leads
TO ALBUQUERQUE

drug--fc-lsta-

Scro'uM, salt rheum, ehyslpelas and
llodi y pain loses'lts terror if you've
a bottle of l'r. Thomas' Kelectric Oil other di.-- t ressing eruptive diseases
in rhe hou.M'. Instant relief in cases yield qu.cl.iy nnd permanently to the
of burns, cuts, sprains, accidents of cleansini: purifying power of Uurdock
any sort.
Itlood Uitti-rs-

YV.

II. GREER, President

D. K.

B.

SELLERS,

Secretary

r
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at
where three games will be played with
the reorganized combination of Colts
and B.owns. Deming get9 one game
and Clifton and Morencl five. It Is
likely a couple of games will he played
nt Albuquerque on the way home. In
order to secure the games at Albuquerque, however, the Browns' manager must make a guarantee as the
other managers "nave done.
The Blues will go In championship
form and it Is believed they will bring
back another championship record.
Optic.

After losing throe straight, the Clifton Miners cabbaged the fourth of a
series with the Las Vegas Blues yesterday in a fast game by the score of
3 to 1. Fanning did the pitching for
the Meadow City team, while Marquez
handed out gilt edged "etuff" for the
Miners. A letter which reached the
city last nlsht said that neatly 1,000
people witnessed the conflict. The
Miners got nine hits off Cable In
Thursday's game.
The Mcintosh
ltrowns will cross
hats with the Santa Fe Centrals at
the Cajdtal City tomorrow, and a large
number of Albuquerqueans contemplate seeing the game. The excursion train will leave the local depot
at 7 o'cloc k in the morning. Hanta Fe
1elesni;;ied that they have secured a
Ienrr bat'e.y for the game, and with
lienn and I'ettus doing the heavy work
for the ltrowns, some good sport may
be expected. The Urowns' line-uwill bo about as follows: lienn and
pitchers;
Starr,
I'ettus, catcher;
French, Kunz, Netier and Randall, infield: Oitiz, t'osgrove, Hale and fluke,
outlield.
Pitcher (iallegos has really quit the
Browns and gone to the Santa Fe
Centials.
Frank Owen, manager of
the Santa Fe temi, telegraphed him
that he would pay him $75 a month
for his services, and Callegos wired
his acceptance last night. Oallegos
said that he would like to have It understood that he jumped the Browns
because he couldn't get his money.

BRUT-NELSO-

YESTERDAY'S

RESULTS IN
THE MAJOR LEAGUES

American League.

At Detroit

J

.382
U.K.
.373
.252
II. E.
.343
.262

Detroit
Philndejpbia
At. Chicago
Chicago
Boston
Second Game
Chicago
Boston
At St. Ixmls
St. Louis
Washington
At Cleveland
Cleveland
New

H. H. E.

.

f!

fi

1

U.

H.

It. H. E.

.16
.041
It. H.E.
.19
.364

0

2

York

National League.

At Boston

Pittsburg
Boston

R.'H.E.
-.

5 10
4
6

1
1

Western League.
At Pueblo
R. H. E.
Blues Will Tour South.
1
1 12
After this week the fans or I. as Ve- Pueblo
St. Joseph
3
8 3
gas will have no more opportunity to
At Denver
R. H. E.
witness borne games for a couple of Denver
4
4
8
weeks. This morning arrangements Sioux City
7
9 3
were completed for a southern tour in
the interest of the northern New MexAmerican Association.
ico fair and the ball team will go
At Milwaukee-Milwau- kee
south loaded to the muzzle with fair
0
advertising matter.
fi
Louisville
However, the boys have secured
At Kansas City
guarantees that will enable them to
Kansas
game postbring back some dinero as well as
poned; IndianaiH)lis team arrived too
lecoul. They are going, in the late.
classic word's of one of the players,
At Minneapolis
laden with "(linger. Brlndle and Pep- Minneapolis
7
per, fpir literature and other condi-mon- t Toledo
2
will
that
the southern
At St. Paul
popii!a e."
St. Paul
12
The first stop will lie at Kl Paso, Columbus
1
pb-as-

110! FOR SANTA FE

FOR BIG ROUNDUP!
Stockmen of Southern
Mexico

ON THE MORROW

New Every

Excursionist Should
TaKe a Horn and Blow
lor Albuquerque.

Meet at

Deming
and Arrange Details

GREAT

A

TlV.e

IS

ANTICIPATED

ANCIENTS

Last Saturday, August 19, a greater
portion of the stockmen of Luna and
southern Grant counties met at Deming to arrange for a general roundup.
Richard Hudson was selected as
chairman and Oeorr.e L. Shakespeare
secretary. The meeting at once proceeded to the bunness which was in
view and following is the result of its
delibei ations:
Starting on the first day of September, from W. J. Warners ranch at Animas station on the El Paso & Southwestern railroad, they will work Warners range, then go to Mansfield's,
thence to John Muir's, John Robson's,
Gladly and Gray's, from where the
round up will proceed to M. D. Roberts' In the Burros, thence to Baker
Bros., commencing at the old Bud
Howell ranch south of Hachita. After working Baker's range the round
up will proceed to Bailey's at Columbus and work Keith's, Tomerlin's,
3 Cr, Gibson Bros., Joe Taylor's, J. A.
Watkins' and R. Hudson's ranges in
the order named.
The round up will disband after
working the last named range. It was
decided by a vote that the executive
committee, which is composed of Bal-iu- s
Baker, M. D. Roberts and W. J.
Wamel, Bhouid employ a good cook,
helper, and night and day horse wrangler, to be paid by each man for the
full time that the work is in progress
on this range and until the round up
outfit reaches the next ranch, where
the work Is to commence again.
Pleasantly Effective.
Never In the way, no trouble to carry, easy to take, pleasant and never
falling in results are DeWitfs Little
Early Risers. These famous little pills
are a certain guarantee against headache, biliousness, torped liver and all
of the Ills resulting from constipation.
They tonic and strengthen the liver.
Cure Jaundice. Sold by all druggists.

SECRETARY RAYNOLDS
MEETS WITH ACCIDENT
Secretary J. W.
met with an accident shortly
after dark Thursday evening, says the
New Mexican, which, although not
serious Is quite painful. Preparatory
to changing the line of the fence in
front of the residence of Clerk A. M.
Bergere, 125 Grant avenue, a number
of post holes have been dug. Secres
tary Ravnohls in leaving Mr.
house for his own, sidestepped
to avoid one i t' these holes and stepped into another, a sprained ankle resulting. He hopes to lie out in a few
days.

Territorial

Ray-nold-

Iler-gere'-

s

ARRANGING

--

o

JIM CORBETT SAYS IT IS TOO EARLY TO PICK WINNERS HE BELIEVES THE BATTLE WILL BE ONE OF THE GREATEST EVER
FOUGHT
THE BIGGEST MONEY
EVER OFFERED TO LIGHTWEIGHTS A SAMPLE OF DOUBLE CROSSING.
By Jas. J. COrbett.
litoo, by the Newspaper

a

bad way.
round was over, much to
of everybody, Simpson
and made a bee line for
room door. He was fol-

to have the colored lad in

(Copyright,

Enterprise Association.)
the explosion of a bomb on a
still night came the announcement
from 'Frisco that James Edward Brltt
and Battling Nelson had afflxed their
signatures to articles for what promT.ike

ises to be a finish fight before the
Colma club on September 9, for a
nun with ttm
cunrn.nteoil iinrep nf
privilege of taking C5 per cent of the
gate receipts.
These two greatest of little men
have been Talking hnttlo for nonrlv
four months, but they seemed as far
apart as ever until Jim Coffroth got
to dickering with them. They must
ie Drought together regardless of
n11t1
nrico Ttio lllnnnirnra vura
into consultation by the manager of
the progressive Colma club and were
to have been made an offer.- Nelson,
as ever, wns willing 1n accent tVia hi,.
eral proposition as put up by Coffroth,
but Willie Britt insisted that instead;
01 tjn.fMHi, or ta per cent of the gross,
that the men be guaranteed a purse
of $20,0011, with a privilege of taking
the t;5 per cent of the gross if their
share of the receipts went over that.
At first, t'offroth staggered,
but
Billy Nolan came to his assistance
and agreed to share half of the
This Is really a guarantee of flO.Ooo to get Brltt into the
ring.
The attractive end of the whole affair to Nelson is that the limit Is
placed at foity-flvrounds, instead of
twenty-five- ,
as Britt first demanded,
making the go practically a finish
match.
'
In addition to the purse, which will
be one of the three largest ever offered for a fight, and the largest ever
hung up for lihgtweights, there will
be a $111,11111) side bet which is In my
brother Harry's hands befoie the bat--

i

e

When the
the surprise
le:t the ring
his dressing
lowed by his twin brother, Jerry.
Two seconds before the gong cound-efor the seventh round they emerged
from the dressing room door. It be
ing only a preliminary bout, nothing
was said of the actions of the colored
boys. Fogerty paid little attention to
It, as he was confident the seventh
round would be the last.
M ucli to his surprise, he found himself being forced rapidly around the
ring by the man who had shut sixty
seconds before proved so easy to him.
In the eighth round Fogerty was sent
to the land of nod.
Alout two years afterwatds Fogerty
went to Dave Simpson and asked him
how he regained so much strength.
"For de lawd's sake, man, did you
neher find out how dat happened?" responded Simpson. "Sho, it was my
twin hrudder dat done whipped you!"
Jerry Simpson had raced Into the
dressing room and changed
with his brother Dave, and taking the
latter's place without it being noticed
that he was several ponds heavier
than Dave, he finished the battle and
won.

RECEPTION

"IIo, for Santa Fe!" will be the
shout that goes up at the Alvarado
station tomorrow morning at 7 o'clock
when the exclusion train leaves for
Santa Fe, and "Get on the trail to Albuquerque!" will be the slogan of the
pilgrims, when they reach the ancient
city, about 11 o'clock.
The twenty-fiftterritorial fair association has taken charge of the excursion and the prospect today is that
it will be a hummer. The mission will
be to show the people of Santa Fe
that a very mutual feeling exists between the capital and the metropolis,
and to invite 'the ancients to the fair.
Every excursionist should have his
hom out tooting for Albuquerque.
There will be one contention, however, and that will be for the supremacy of the diamond. The Albuquerque
Browns and Santa Fe Centrals will
engage in this conflict.
Santa Fe Getting Ready.
Regarding the reception being arranged for the excursionists tomorrow, the Santa Fe New Mexican says:
The excursion from Albuquerque
Sunday will reach Santa Fe about
noon. A large number qf people are
coming and Santa Fe should turn out
and give them a welcome to the city.
The Artillery band will meet the excursionists at the station and escort
them to the nlaza. The hsma hoii
game in the afternoon will be a good
one and everybody should attend. The
iocais nave oeen to some expense to
get a team herp that rnn nrnncrlu Ann.
resent the Capital City, and should
"ve me support, or the citizens.
Three good players from Denver have
been secured nml with ths Uct
i
in the city the Santa Fe Centrals will
De auie to put up as good a game as
the visitors and the game will be
game until it is m
out and give the Centrals the support
that they should have for trying to
give Santa Fe a ball game that Is
worth Feeing. The Mcintosh Browns
of the Duke City, will have a large
crowd or supporters and the locals
should have as many more.
game will be called at 3 o'clock. The
h

o

MOTHERS, DO YOU KNOW

a

According to these figures the winner will receive $:!o,immi in addition to
the income from the picture privileges
which will be enormous on this occasion.
The battle will be fought in the nf- ternoon, and it is believed It will attract as many if not more than any
one of the recent great heavyweight
championship encounteis.
Both jirilt and NelsAn have been
noting up for nearly a month, but.
they will get down to business at
once.
The former has not announced
his plans, but the latter will have Jack
Root as his head sparring partner if
he can secure him.
It is most too early to begin pre-dieting the outcome of this match.
The friends of Nelson have maintained all along that If a finish match
could be arranged between these two
p: emiers there would be nothing to
f '
it but Nelson. That Britt does not
KAY DANIELS,
think this way is evident from the
stand he took In regard to the di- such Is estimated the value of the
vision of the gate receipts.
He In- first pick of the homesteads In the ressisted on the winner taking all. Then ervation. It means that he will have
he proiKised the $10,000 side bet. On the first selection of 1G0 sores from
top of all this, he says that he can the over l.Ouo.OOO of acres In
resget a lot more to place on himself and ervation, and the thousands ofthe
others
he intends to do it.
who won entries must wait until he
Personally, I have always favored has selected his land. It is said he
Britt in a short fight, but in a long has been offered fabulous prices for
drawn out engagement, I believe that his claim as soon as he can legally
Nelson has a much better show. I transfer it. It is probable that he
also believe that since these two men will pick a claim covering the heart
last met Britt has ma le the greater of a projected county seat. It will
progress.
cost him only $1.25 an acre and $16
But as I said before, it is still too entry fee.
.
early to predict the result.
In the meantime,
the public will
MERCHANT TAILOR
anxiously await any developments,
and every move of the two fighters
will be watched as two evnnnenta nf O. BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUSIthe squared circle were never watched
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
ueiore.
Both In the east and west the betI have opened a merchant tailoring
ting will be extremely heavy, pioba-- 1
establishment upstairs over No. 209
bly favoring the Dane.
Any prize fighter wlio 4s half wise West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage
of the general, public.
will detect, a double cross nlxuit n
quick as any man in the world. They Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
are always on the lookout for Deing pressed and repaired. The specific I
done. But there is one case in the use will not Injure the cloth. Ladle'
also cleaned, and walking
history of the ring in the old fight- garment
ing days of New
York's- east side, skirts made to order. Fit guaranteed.
that still stands in a class by Itself, Have had 15 years' experience In
and furnishes one of tho nmi into.' this city. Give me a trial.
O. BAMBINI.
esting tales I believe I have ever heard '
in connection with ring happenings.
The Only Way.
oouiwjr auer my return to New
There Is no way to maintain the
lork from New Orleans in 1891, I was
Invited by a friend to see several health and strength of mind and body
fights arranged for a hall In one of except by nourishment. There Is no
the out of the way places In New" way to nourish except through the
York. I declined, on the grounds that stomach. The stomach must be kept
I had another exceedingly
lmnortnnt healthy, pure and sweet or the
engagement.
But I was sorrv after.' strength will let down and disease
wards, for an Incident occurred that will set up. No appetite, loss of
will probably never be pulled off again. strength, nervousness, headache, conThe semi-fina- l
event on the program stipation, bad breath, sour risings,
was a limited round im. I think tnr .r.r. rifting, indigestion, dyspepsia and all
rounds, between a youngster by the stomach troubles that are curable are
name of Martin Fogerty and a col- - quickly cured by the use of Kodol
ored lad by the name of Dave Simp- - Dyepepsla Cure. Kodol digests what
son, who had been dillled some by you eat and strengthens the whole
digestive apparatus.
Ueorge Dixon.
The two men entered the rln nt There are
other WKITINU IN SIGHT
the given time. With PnTOrlr
Charlie Conors and another man But the L. TYPEWRITERS,
C. SMITH DUOS, by FAR
whose name I have forgotten. WH'a
Dave Simpson was his twin brother excels them all. Then it has a TABand AIIMEOOKAPH attachJerry, who afterwards gained consid- ULATOR
ment, without extra charge.
erable of a reputation around New
solicited. N. W. Alger,
York's tenderloin as a tough one.
Fogerty went right after Dave and general agent, 124 South Walter St.
seemed to have all the best of it from
IT IS EASY 1u MAKE GOOD
the start. In the sixth round he nound- - BREAD
WITH
CLUB
HOU9I
away at Daves wind and seemed! HOUR.

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
One
Time:
month to one year given. Goods remain in your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4. Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings,

1

I

j

'

riRST mTRCET AND COAL SVC.

A

HOLLENBECK
BILICKE

C.

-

BUILDING PAPER Always In stock. Plaster,
Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

HOTEL
JNO.
MITCHELL
S.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

CENTRA'. LOCATION.
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Reasonable Prices
Splendid Restaurant
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
New Mexicans and Arlzonlans

spending the summer on the
beaches are welcome to the use of our Ladies' parlors and Gentle
men's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladles. and children welcome.
All Depot cars stop at the H ollenbeck.
Electric excursion and
beach care pass the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS
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A. SI MPIER
THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
Who takes pride In her bread an4
cake making knows the pleasure ind
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
delicate and light.

i, te.

WSM0

M. BERGER

v

1,4 w

,jb

EMPhCSS.

W3

Copper Ave.

Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Dra;n Laying

Pretty Good

a, cum:

v

Crop this year.. Uncle Sam will be
kept busy mowing down graft and
scandals.
Why not help us to get
busy? Let us quote you low prices on
a good enduring plumbing Job.

J.

Bell

L.

Co.

122 WEST SILVER A VENUM
Automatlo Telephone, No. 647.
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Rsd.

r

Ftstnitute

re osused by Indigestion.
If you sat a
little too much, or If you are subject to
Indigestion,
attacks of
you have no doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart beats,
palpitation
or
of the heart
heartburn

Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

Crockery
Will not lump up.
Beds, Stoves

Iron

digests what you eat, takes the strain off
of the heart and contributes nourishment
strength and health to every organ of the
body. Curee Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous
membranes lining the Stomach and Digestif e Tract Nervous Dyspepsia and Catarrh
of the Stomach,
ARsr sstlnf , mj food wouM dlttrsti mi by msMnf
si hssrt p.lpltt and I would become vary weak.
Finally I tot a bottls of Kodol and It tats ma Imme-lia- le
relief. Altar utlns a (aw bottles I am cured.
MRS. L0R1NO NICHOLS, Peon Yen. H. T.

Needed About the House.

DORRADA1LE

GROSS

O

KELLY

4.

1

OAK STEEL RANGES

117 COLD AVENUE

WHOLESALE

tU

eOe.,Chlcece,

Everything

& CO.

(INCORPORATED)

a
Ditfests What You Eat
tret

CO.,

etc.

Squares,

AGENT CHARTER

&

a

ttii

Ranges, Art

and

I had stomach trouble and was In a bed itata as I
tad heart trouble with It. I took Kodol Dyspepsia
Our lor about lour months and It cured me.
KAUBLH, Marada,

Pellet kotU
ll
Uetee ee asee ea tae

1

and

Indigestion causes the stomach te
expand swell and puff up against the
heart This crowds the heart and interferes with Its action, and in the course ef
time the heart becomes diseased.

GROCERS
1

For sale by all drufrslsts.
REDUCED PRICES
on Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
Fillings,
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted without pain, 60c. All guaranteed.

WOOL, HIDE AND PELT DEALERS
ALBUQUERQUE

S

AND LAS VEGAS

f
B.

F.

COPP,

D.

D.

Boom

m. N. T. Armijo

Bldg.

S.

PROPOSITION

A

;stlw;ir

Nasal

1

SHC0MAN WILLIAMS
PAINT mm Covers more,
locks test, wodrs long
est, most economical,
full measure.

3

1

3

Money to Loan
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

I

AND CHICAGO LUMBER

3'S.

sasss

In-c-

I

ALAMOGORDO LUMBER MILL
IS RUNNING STEADILY

h
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Provo, t'tah, Aug. 26. Hailed as the
luckiest young man In the United
States, Kay Daniels, of this place, 23
RAILROAD TICKETS.
years old, has been announced as toe
Cut Rates.
winner of the first choice in the govFor reduced rates to and from all
ernment's land 'drawing for the Uin- points go to PauUens Association
tah reservation.
This means that Railroad
Ticket
office. Railroad
Daniels has come Into a fortune of tickets bought, sold and exchanged.
anywhere from $."0,OOO to floo.nfio, for

C. BALDRIDGE

3

O
O

CL

Rss

e

iuar-antee-

CD
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Is Applied eternnllv on'v'r
Do You know that Mciher's Fricud
Is a celebrated prescript ior, and tli.it it
has
iu imp over foi'y rears, and that
each bottle of t'ic genuine rer.rs the name
of The nrailficbl Regulator Co.?
Do you knou that when you use thii
'tmedy during the period rf gestation
that you will e free of pain and beat
healthy, hearty nnd clever children ?
Well, th.-sthings are worth knowlnr
They are facts. Of druggists nt f .on
Don't be persuaded to trv n mihstitte
Ourl-.ttlbook "Motherhood" fre
1MB BRAOFIEID
REGULATOR CO.. Atlsst. 0

j

,,-,-

1

rX

birth medicines, and
1 for women In
the trentm-- it
nJu rcmei1''1
dclicite organs, contain more 01
lew opium, morphine and strychnine?
Do You Know that in most coiintriei
drug-gistarc not permitted to sell narcotics without lalling them poisons?
Do You know that you should not
take Interr.nllv any medicine lor the
pain accompanying pregnancy.
Do You Know that Mother' Friend

'

Public . Is Aroused.
..., .
i
The nnhllr.
of the curative merits of thnt gie;it inni- ,
..w I..IML-tmtrrs,
nick stomfor
ach, liver and kidneys. Mary H. Walters of &16 St. Clair avenue. Columbus,
Ohio, writes: "For poveml months 1 Whs
Kiven up to die. I had fev. r and ague,
my Darves wer wrecked;
could nnt
sl.ep, (i nil niv stomach w;is bo weak
frnin iiKclrvs doctors' drugs that I could
n.'t .t. Soon after U ginning to tai-- .
Hitters I ohtnin-- d rell. f. and In
1 short time
was entirely cur, d."
tl
at all drug stores. I'rice bUo.

00
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BIG LAND DRAWING.
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AFFAIR

1

The Alaiiiouorihi
r mil
Healing pant are running steadily,
Pound Sale.
enough logs being received daily to
A stray black mule, branded on left
work one shift. As soon as more logs
thigh, about four years obi and with c:in
be secured another shift of laborone large ankle, was taken up on Mon- ers will
be put to work to operate durday, August 21, and will be sold at ing
the night.
pound sale on Mondav, August 2S.
THOMAS McMILLLN,
A blessing a. ike to youns; ami okl;
Marshal.
!r. Fowler's i:iraci ,f
Straw' I liail a running, itrhlns sore on berry. Nature's spetitlc for dvsi ntery,
hot a and stimnier complaint.
ilian
HuftVi'e.I tortuiv.
hi y leg.
o
ointiniiit took away the lnirn'.tii; and
First Class Boarding 6table.
itcliln. instantly and quickly efl'ctvl
l.i viti.t; recently purcliastd the Ford
.
I.enhart,. Hros. business, it is my intention to
(.
inntifiit ciii
j
Uovwuii; Gi t n, Olilo.
continue to run a first class livery and
o
board ins stable. Hoarding horses will
II,. tin rVntr-.l- '
nr.. In A rl fmin'
receive the most careful attention and
you
'
"Well,
cellar to panti.
want t lie best of help will lie employed.
Thornton. He is the cleaner." Wita
W. J. PATTERSON,
competent help. IMi'ps reasonable.
Successor to Ford Hros.
lla.s both 'phones. Ollice 610 North
Third street.
"D:ip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
better cook with safe gas.
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
SEPTEMBER 23.
WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
I

FIGHT
AN UNCERTAIN

i

p

PLANS COMPLETED

N

PACE SEVEN.

Your land, worth $2 an acre. Is, by

OUTftUDEJ
era
mm

a.

sVit

In all

I

m

st.i- -.

l!

Ely's Cream

m

J?

K.

the use of one of our irrigation plants,
made worth $10 per acre. Write us

03101

'iZ

for catalogue No. 9, on "Irrigation and
l'uniplng .Machinery," and tell about
your requirements. We tan help you.

1
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KILLthi

couch

CURE the LUNGS

and

WITH

Dr. King's

Discovery

Nov
FOB

rONSUMPTION
0UGH8 and
OLDS

Pries

60c

ft

$1.00

Free Trial.

Sorest and Uuickest Cure lor all
TROUBLES, or MONE1 BACK.

Til HO AT and LUNO

1621-163-

Hendrie
9

&

BoKhoff

Seventeenth Street,

Mfg. and Supply Co.
DENVER,

COLORADO

Rio Grande Lumber Co.

General Building SuppHe
SCREEN DOORS '
Both Phonts.

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

3d

.

ani Miquette

I
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CITIZEN.

ALIiUOUEKOUK KVKXING

tIGH'i.

turn to her

Inline in Mexico, while
Messrs. Powers will leave for
their home In Ilaltlmore tomorrow
morning. A number of young people
were In attendance and t lie affair was
a very enj"yaWo. one.
of Chicago, was
Mrs. C.
an arrival fnim the east last night and
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
will make li'T future home in AlbuGenerally fair tonight and Sunday. querque w tli tier (laughter, Miss
Adela, of ."IN Hiinlng avenue.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
Misses Flora and Kita West, of the
local Indian school, have returned
No. 1, from the east, 8:30 p. m.
from a trip to the Portland fair, where
No. 7, from the east. 12:50 a. m.
they spent the past few weeks., They
No. 8, from the west, 6:45 p. m.
repoit a m ry enjoyable time.
No. 2, from the west, 7:55 a. ni.
Rrof. J.
MTolIutn. of Noith EngMiss I .oil a Armljo Is reported to be lish, Iowa, accompanied by his wire,
quite sick at the home of her mother hns arrive in the city. Prof.
on South Fourth street.
will h" principal of one of the
during the coming year.
WTillin m Farr and family have re- city school
turned from California, where they
II. Fletchc r Neighbors, of Washington, and Attorney Frank Foraker, of
recreated for (several weeks.
Fred Scholle, one of the leading New York, have returned from a trip
merchants of Helen, Is transacting to the Grand Canyon and are again
the guests of I' nl ted States Marshal
business In the city today.
M. Foraker.
Mrs. Ralph llalloran, who has hoen C.
Mrs. C. W. Cook and daughter,
quite ill at her home at San Francisco,
family or C. W. Cook, district freight
Is reported much Improved.
Mrs. Joseph Shafer and daughter and passeimi r agent for the Santa Fe,
went to Santa Fe this morning. Mrs.
returned home last night fiom an ex- Cook
will srop in Santa Fe until the
tended sojourn on the Pacific coast. hot
weather Is over.
Mrs. W. J. Switzer and children
Rev. A. M. Mandalarl, of the Imreturned home this morning from an maculate
Conception church, has anpleasure
trip to California. nounced that
extended
mass will he said toW. J. Cardwell. the well known In- morrow ni uning for the excursionsurance agent, returned
last nlgin ists at 6:::'i o'clock. The excursion
from a short business tiip to Gallup. tiain will h ave shortly after 7
o'clock.
Misses Ma Klder and Katherine Ad
Mrs. I), a. Maepherson left this
ams, two of Alliuquerque's
school morning for an extended visit to relateachers, returned this morning from tives In Chicago, she was accoma pleasure triu to California.
panied by .Miss Knthryn Crumpacker,
H. S. Knight, advertising agent for of La Porte, Ind., who has been a guest
the Territorial fair association, left at the Maepherson home for several
last night for the north, where he will weeks.
hill the country thoroughly.
'Attorney 12. V. Chaves returned yesSheriff and Mrs. T. S. Hubbell re terday from San Marclal, where he
turned home this morning from a two had been on legal matters pertaining
weeks' sojourn at the Faywood hot to suits of people against the Vlctorlo
springs.
Land and Cattle company. The suits
Miss Constance Abhott. daughter of arose out of the company buying a
Judge Ira A. Abbott, has gone to the land grant upon which homesteaders
ipper Pecos and la a guest at the N. hail made settlement.
B. Field cottage.
George Parsons, of base bajl fame,
Gavlno Garcia arrived last night of Santa Fe. was in the citv this
rrom Lnlon county, and Is with his morning, between trains
while en
brother, Miguel Garcia, of this city, route to the Capital city, from Senator Andrews' ranch in Sierra county.
who Is very sick.
Mr.
says that although he had
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Munkein and been Parsons
away from Santa Fe for a week,
children of Tercio. Colo., arrived In he was
that the base ball fight
the city last night! and are guests of at Santa sure
Fe had been settled,
and
Air. and Mis. A. A. Henrv.
that Santa Fe would be at
TerriThe cards being sold around the torial fair with a strong hall the
team.
city today for the excursion to Santa
A. G. Kennedy, an
engineer, forte on Sunday must he exchanged for merly
of Santa Fe, and at one time
railioad tickets at the depot.
Identified with the Santa Fe Central
Warren Haywood, a clerk at the railway, hut now
121 Paso, passed
grocery store of A. J. Maloy & Co., through the city ofthis morning
en
left this morning for the Kio Pecos route to Santa Fe. Mr. Kennedy has
for a couple of weeks' vacation.
been employed to go over several
Dr. R. Lane and family, of Las miles of Southern Pacific track near
Cruces, are at the Alvarado. Mr. and 121 Paso, over which there Is n lnp-oMrs. Lane have been on a pleasure battle being waged between the road
trip to California and are now on their and the contractors regarding payway home.
ment for construction.
oa
W. B. Chil-der- s
is attorney for the contractors.
Prof. J. O. Miller, Instructor
of
athletics at the Agricultural college
at Mesilla park, spent yesterday in STRANGER 0. GETS
the city and was passenger for San
ta Fe this morning.
INSIDE THE MONEY
Mrs. R. W. Hopkins and daughter
arrived home last evening from a JOE BARNETT'S STAR
PACER NOT
pleasant sojourn with relatives
at
IN GOOD FORM AT MATTOON,
Spring Valley, Kan., and other points
ILL., MEETING.!
in the middle west.
gave
Knights
an
The
ot Columbus
A telegram received In this city to-- ;
Informal dance at their club rooms day gave the news that Stranger O.,
night,
complimentary
Miss
to
last
of the St.' Klmo stable, finished third!
Kitty Hill and Messrs. Jack and Vin In the
2:09 pace at Mattoon, 111., yes-- !
will
Miss
soon
re
cent Powers.
Hill
terday.
The fast gelding was evidently not
It Is poor economy to buy cheap. in good term, as this is the first start
shoddy school shoes. We therefore, he has made In two weeks.
Hallina1
do not handle this kind, hut make it .Morgan did not Btart at Mattoon.
a point to sell only solid, reliable foot
Tonight the Harnett horses will be:
wear. The kind we can stand back shipped from
to Oalesburg,
every nalr that where the bestMattoon
of and guarantee
races and largest
goes oiu 01 our store 10 give sausrac- - purses of the middle state circuit are
g
tion. Our prices are the lowest,
up. At Galesburg Hallina Mor- ","lrul Wllu B""u Mixooy, biiu wb Bnuu; palt young Hal and Stranger O., will
picancu uj nuve jtm uau aua exam- a start
ine our biock. u. May s snoe store.
314 West Railroad avenue.
Read The Economist ad today.

K

the

LOCAL AND

l'EUSONAL

;

1 1

School Shoes
We Want Your Trade
We offer you good reliable footwear.

The kind that will stand the
use and abuse that it Is sure to be put to. A good fit and neat looking styles. Lowest prices consistent with these
qualities.
Your
money back If you are not satisfied.
What more can we do?
"'T'V'
GIRLS' SHOES.

Vice Kid, Kangaroo or Box Calf uppers;

soles; Patent Leather or Stock Tips.
5 to 8
8' i to 11
11',2 to 2

light,

or heavy

medium

85c to $1.25
$1.00 to $1.50
$1.25 to $1.85

SHOES.
Kangaroo Calf, Box Calf or Colt Skin
length vamps.
. BOYS'

8!

i to

uppers,

strong

soles, full
M

90 to $1.50
$1.10 to $2.00
to $2.25

12

12' 2 to 2
2; 2 to 5; 2

$1-2-

DEPENDABLE FOOD PRODUCTS.
Arc ilnii.f' thai have stood tho test
ot practical experience. In this respect tie crccerles we sell are alore
even tuts breath of auupiclon. No
brand tbat Is at all questionable in
quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with taelr orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
the best In quality, the
beat In flavor and the beet In nutrition.
1

F. F. TROTTER
COPyRpGmT

Nog.

llg and

South Second St.

120

AUG. 28, 1905.

EAltLY FALit, DISPLAYS OF

.

Baking Powder

MEN'S WEAR
MANY' NEW SIIAPKS IN OUR

WITHOUT A PEER

Popular

No other baking powder combines all the perfections.
Insist
upon petting it if you want purity,
healthfulncss, effectiveness, economy and reliability.

Hats

Nearly all the fall shipments are In, revealing a wonderful variety of new shapes, new colors and new bands.
All on display In our show window.

25Qwtcesfor25Cenfs
'

$.00

NKW SHIPMENT

8AVU TH8 COUPONS.

Douglas

W. H. Llles, a prominent fruit and
cattle grower of Socorro,, Is in the
city on business, having ai rived from
the south this morning.
On vour way hou.e Saturday night.
drop Into the Zelger Cafe, have a cold
bottle, some or our free luncn, ana go
home happy.
Run your eye down the columns on
page six and you will see something
of great interest In The Economist ad.

$.50

OF

Shoes

Arrive every day. We Intend to have a pair of Douglas
Shoes for every man In Albuquerque. It means the largest stock of shoes in the two territories.

Handsome New Fall Shirts
are now being placed on sale.
new color effects.

VEGETABLES,
AND
FRUITS
FRESH EVERY DAY. AT MALOY'S.
Evcryliody says so. WhatT That
the White Elephant puts up the
finest free lunch In town Saturday
nights.
WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
o
Don't fall to enjoy another one of
those delicious Sunday dinners at the
Columbus hotel tomorrow.
Don't fail to read the ad of The
Economist on page six today. Great,
good news for you.

$1.25

Every shirt a wonder

$2.50

to

In

Each

SIMON STERN
THE RAILROAD

AVENUE

CLOTHIER
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Water Heating
and Hot
Steam Examine
the BEATIFUL GOODS Displayed
Call and

Sample Rooms

In Our

i

Finish oft Fall
House Cleaning

m ED

with a coat of Heath & Million's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You wlil find It most satisfactory. Inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lum-he- r,
sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Hint Kote Roofing. -

mm
4.

...

V
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t

1

1

ALBUQUERQUE

00,

LUMBER

First Street and Marquette

C

g

max

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

Hardware
Wholesale and Retail
Pipe

and Fittings
Farm Implements, Pumps,
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies
....WRITE

rOR PRICES....

...Largest Stock in the Southwest...

,

con-lhun-

Don 7

wmmm

Pay

C?5

Do you want any furniture? Are!
you thinking of furnishing a house?
Call and see us about it. We have
the most complete house furnishing
establishment In the southwest, so
arranged that you can select anything, from the cheapest to the
best. Make a small payment down,
the balance fh easy monthly or
weekly payments. Furniture, Crockery, Glassware, Rugs, Shades, Tinware, Granite ware, and Ranges.
The famous Acorn range, $5 down,
$5 a month a world beater.

Diamonds are always in order. We can talk Diamonds to you at
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
selling them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Studs, and we are ready selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

P"fC"0iS"7'
a
S

SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING

WORKS.

R. P. HALL Proa.

ON

MINING

j

Successors to Edwards
307 West Railroad

NIW MEXICO

6V

Fuehr,

E.

()

V

DISI' LA

L. WASHBURN CO..

i"?J?

I

CHAS. F. MYERS

-

Proprietors

-

Call at No. 624 West TIJeras Road.
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

Wm. McINTOSH

HARDY ARE

WHOLESALE

NEEDBUY NOW

SOME THINGS YOU WILL

Automata Phon tas
.

RETAIL

AND SAVE MONEY

PROMPT DELIVERY WHETHER
LARGE OR SMALL PURCHASE

FRESH CLEAN STOCK
EVERY ARTICLE PERFECT
DEERING

"7

Wi

U

MOWERS.

REPAIRS.
BINDERS.
HAY RAKES.

Suits at $15 and $18
)

Dealer In
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
IMAND THE BEST OF MEATS.
PORTED GOODS A 8PECIALTY.

Ths White Mountain Ice Cream Freezer "Is the Best Made."
Ice Chests and
Five minutes to freeze.
Refrigerators, most serviceable, durable and most economical.
Water Coolers, a good cheap Cooler,
galvanized iron, handsomely Japanned, nickel plated faucet.
Four grades of Garden Hose to select from,
"selling at wonderfully low prices."
We have other things you will need, very best quality and all
moderately priced.

B1

X

John S. Beaven
Both phone.

Avenue.
Day or Night

EOAUSE we realize that in the matter
of dress, intelligence and taste go
hand in hand. Quiet elegance is after all
the root of genuine good taste and good breeding. We have
assemblied a very complete and handsome collection of fabrics for
this seasons wear. There is nothing handsomer than our new

1

c.

....Matteucci.

M

Styles Carefully

V

&

free-burnin- g

m

We Study the Leading

SKK

the best ever burned. Its freedom
qual-ttle- a
from Impurities. Its
and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and klnd-Un-

P. Lommori...

s

Undertaking Company,
Both 'Phones.

Stein-BIoc- h

are
and
our

Flrt Street

h

The Fuehr

A SPECIALTY.
MACHINERY
Foundry East Side of Bailroid Track

ALBUQUERQUE,

.ww

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

MILL

AND

ms

21212 South Second street.
Auto Phone, 328.

14

REPAIRS

any

Leading Jeweler,
railroad avenue

if

North

401-40- 3

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
Th Clarkvllla coal we 811 principally. Ilk the Father of His Country,
na a reputation eecoud to none, and
you know, If you've tried H, that It's

zxzzzzxzzzzzxxzzx
M

FOUNDRY AND MACHINE

17 South Fir tt Street

Watches, Tewelry and Silverware

sr.

ALBUQUERQUE
wwumwai itorininiMta

15-- 1

DIAMONDS

!Cor. Second and Copper Ave.
Iron and Bran Cast in gt; Ore, Coal and
Lumber Can; Shaftings; Pulleys, Grade
Bart, Babbit Metal; Column and Iron
Front i for Buildings. J J . J
ji

1 13-- 1

REAPERS.
Write or Call,

V

and Get Price

i

"i

irk'!..

f

.. i

COLT'S
REVOLVERS.
WINCHESTER
RIFLES.
SHOTGUNS.
AMMUNITION.

STUDEBAKER
BUGGIES,
CARRIAGES

and
WAGONS.

122 South Second Street

215 West Railroad Avenue
iMUum

Albuquerque, New Mexico

I
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